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By Thomas Smith

It strikes me as being a little presumptuous for a graduate student in environmental psychology to be writing a "eulogy" for Harold M. Proshansky. Although I probably knew him as well as any
graduate student (with the exception of his student research associates), there are many graduates of our program and faculty in the
department who knew and worked with him for 15 to 35 years.
I first met Hal Proshansky my second day.at CUNY in a reception welcoming new students to the environmental psychology program. (Hal and Etta Proshansky were never strangers to social functions in the department.) My first experience of him was in the role
of "Papa Proshansky" (the legendary father figure that _many people
in the Graduiite Center talk about).
Over the past several years I have had several opportunities for
him to directly comment on my work and writing concerning housing issues. Hal Proshansky was a thoughtful scholar and teacher. I
was a little surprised, one time, when he sent me a short congratulatory note regarding an article by Greg Herek and myself (concerning
AIDS-related stigma) that was published in the American Psychologist
I also had several opportunities to incur his wrath in my personal advocacy for issues such as student housing for the Graduate
--€enter aml my criticism of institutional reductions in psychological
counseling services for the general student body. Hal Proshansky
was sometimes pugnacious.
Intellectually I have found much of Hal Proshansky's thinking
to be helpful in my own research. I have consistently used his ideas
on place identity in my own work and writing on public attitudes
about AIDS, low-income limited-equity co-op housing, and the rehousing of homeless persons. His critique of social science methodology has shaped my own research approaches and methods.
In 1990, Harold M. Proshansky was requested to write an intellectual history of his life and work for an edited volume. With this
book chapter at hand, there seems to be little need for anyone to
write a "eulogy" ... Hal Proshansky speaks very well for himself.
The following paragraphs are excerpts from this recent intellectual history. He dedicated the chapter to his wife, Etta Proshansky
stating the "I have had a remarkably rewarding professional career,
arid if I owe anyone anything, it is my wife. Her good sense, her
perception, and her acute intelligence have helped me imllleasurably
when I have confronted difficult problems as a research psychologist and as an administrator."

The Pursuit of
Understanding
An Intellectual History
By Harold M. Proshansky
Environment and Behavior Studies:
.

. .

Emergence of.JntellectUfll Pr.Efllt!O~Edited by Irwin Altman and Kathleen-Chri§ie~n
New York: Plenum Press, 1990.

Welcome to the
Occupation

All CUNY students are victims of the United States led war
against Iraq. Many of us must join the armed services in order to
afford a college education while federal financial aid requirements
~tipulate that all male students must register with the Selective Service. One of our number, Ismael Cotto, has already lost his life while
others are now in danger. Meanwhile, CUNY students here must

employers. She especially emphasized that because

ofa.50%.tumox,er;:ate.amongJhe city's primary-ana- -~

• • ~ondary school teachers, many CUNY students

My formal training as a psychologist began at the
City College of New Yorlc, where I did my undergraduate work in the late 1930s. My significant psychology
mentors during that time were Gardner Murphy and
Max Hertzman. The influence on my thinking exerted
by Murphy and Hertzman, and later by Otto Klineberg,
can only be understood, however, in the coiltext of my
background long before I was a student in their courses.
Briefly, I was born into a Jewish family that moved
from lower class to lower middle class and then back
again during the Great Depression years. It was a family that prided itself on being intellectual, cultured, and
above all liberal and humanistic in ,its views. My
mother and father were laQor union members with a
strong socialistic orientation who voted the Democratic ticket in all elections and openly(espoused racial
equality, intergroup harmony, compassion for the
downtrodden, the essential goodness of all human
beings, and the sublimity of American democracy.
They strongly identified with their left, liberal working-class roots, but at the same time saw their children
doing better by becoming educated and entering a highstatus profession, with medicine clearly having the
highest priority. It was thus my highest priority when
The essential act of war is destruction, not necessarily of human I entered City College in 1937.
That did not last long, though. During my freshlives, but ofthe products ofhuman labor. War is a way of shattering
to pieces, or pouring into the stratosphere, or·sirdcing into the sea, man year I began painfully to realize that my career

materials which might otherwise be used to make the "masses too
comfortable, and hence, in the long run, too intelligent. E~n..)~hen
weapons ofwar are not actually destroyed, their manufacture is s'fm. •
a convenient way ofexpending labor power without producing anything that can be consumed.
--George Orwell, 1984

On Wednesday, January 2, 1991, the CUNY
Board of Trustees held a public hearing on the new
budget in the Blue Room at City Hall. The major
issues facing CUNY are the new shortfalls in state
and city spending for CUNY- the Board's response
is a fresh round of budget cuts and tuition hikes of
$100 per semester per student.
The first round of statements were made by
public officials, including Manhattan Boro President Ruth Messinger and CUNY Chancellor Ann
Reynolds. In her statement, Messinger decried the
need for budget cuts. She declared the importance
of non-dispensable programs that serve a growing
number of part-time and evening students: students
who, more than others at CUNY, hold down fulltime jobs to put them through school. Messinger
discussed proposals for an expansion of programs
for these students, involving placement services,
day care, and cooperative programs with \)Otential

continued on p. 11.

would be needed in the next de.cade to fill the vacancies by pursuing temporary and full time teaching
careers. The city's health care services will also be
facing critical shortages in personnel which CUNY
students, if helped to complete their degrees, would
be able to fill. Finally, Messinger called for increased funding of education for literacy teachers,
given the alarming increase of this problem in the
city.
Chancellor Reynolds spoke next. Recently arrived from her stint as Chancellor of the University
Qf California system, she specialized in resovling
fiscal constraints by passing down budget cuts (although she and fellow administrators received substantial salary increases). Reynolds spent about half
of her~~h praising Messinger. She spent the
remainder-claiming that tuition hikes would offer a
feasible increase in revenue, given the recent.increase
in CUNY admissions of 200,000 students, 20%
more than last year. At the same time, she claimed
that these addtional students could still be offered a
fair education under a reduced budget. As a later
speaker revealed, Reynolds avoided discussing the
fact that student enrollment has drastically declin£.d
since tuition was reinstated in the early seventies.
Stanley Loeb from the CCNY College Fund
then declared that the mission of CUNY was "to·
educate the children of the 'whole people' of New
York City." This mission was being betrayed, declared Loeb. He was the first of several speakers that
night who said that the City Administration was
shifting funds from education to a larger police force
amongst other programs. asking for more pP1ice was
because funding for education, among other things,
had steadily declined. Loeb exclaimed a need to convince the Board to shift its priorities by mobilizing
"by the thousands," to build a "grass roots, citywide" movement, hundreds of thousands strong,
supporting the fight for higher education. Such a
movement could show the Board that funding education could be politically savvy, even in a city where

.

continued on p.12.
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Around & About The Center
CUNY Chancellor Reynolds
Graduate School Prepares
Meets with Students
Anti-Bi~s Pamphlet
On Monday, November 26, 1990, CUNY Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds visited the Graduate School, where she met with a group of students.
What follows is a transcription of that meeting.
Chancellor Reynolds: I did my doctorate at the University of Iowa, finished it in
1961, went off to teach and was granted the
degree in '62, in the department of Zoology
in the department of Developmental Biology. I considered those years in graduate
school very difficult at the time, like all of
yoll-'-very short on financial resources. If
there had not been a grocery store that
charged I don't think I could have made it
through. And a couple of professors who
used to feed us at the last of the-111onth.
Student: Now we have credit cards.
Reynolds: Graduate students have terrific
cash-flow problems, that was the worst
part of the problem. But the one thing that
I wanted to say, which will be true for all of
yoq as well, is that the friends I made in
graduate school are the best friends that I
have made in my whole life. I'm still in
touch with them on an almost constant basis. There is nothing thstt cements friendships like being in graduate school with
your colleagues. Let me say a couple of
thing very quickly about the state of th~
University and then I will respond to questions. Particularly the people in Art History have a concern they want to express.
The state of the State, the state of the city,
are not good.You've been reading the
newspaper about the fiscal problems of the
State. I've been here now 11 weeks, and I
think I have been spending mQst of my
,.time-- on 'tlie budget situation more than
anything else. To the credit of the City
University of New York, it has been recognised that we run a lean, <;ommitted organization. The average cost of educating a
community college studentin the City University of New York is about $4,700 a year.
About a thousand a year more for a senior
college student and a lot less than the
$57,000 a year it talces to keep one person
at Rikers Island for a year. To that end,
even though the budget cuts have been
truly monstrous for the city agencies, there
has been amelioration of our cuts. That
does not mean that it wil\ be smooth and
easy. By the end of the year we will have
cut about 1500 sections, courses in the senior colleges and the community colleges
That means an affect on graduate students,
because graduate students comprse the adjunct faculty that teach many of those
courses. So there are impacts there at the

graduate level-as well. Although our Enrollment has not been very strong since the
late seventies, enrollment surged to
200,000. It's not freshman, we've actually
been deflecting freshman. Almost all of
the enrollment increase for CUNY is in
continuing students, more transfer students
coming-in and students talcing larger numbers of.hours. I promise you we will continue the work tirelessly on the budget. The
outlook for you has, never been brighter.
We had an early rewement program that
went into effect Nopber 1. A thousand
members of the qty,,J.Jniversity of New
York, staff and facs!tY, chose the option.
About five hundred of those thousand were
faculty. So we are. facing at least five
hundred vacan,t positj,ons to fill in the next
year or so. You could not be choosing to
be graduate school at a better time for the
academic opportunities that will be there
for you once you finish your degrees. In
fact ,one of the big challenges we face is to
encourage more of our bright, competent
undergraduates to go on to graduate school
in the months and years ahe~d, in order to
create more faculty for the nineties.

By Andrew Long
At the Fall 1990 Graduate School orientation session the Office of the Dean for
Student Affairs distributed a preliminary
draft of an anti-bias pamphlet entitled,
"Addressing Issues of Pluralism, Diversity,
And Community". The pamphlet was also
distributed to the Center for the Study of
Women and Society as well as all DSC representatives and executive officers.
In an interview about the pamphlet,
Dean Floyd Moreland explained that the
pamphlet, "grew out of our conc~rns for a
specific kind of harassment, sexual harassment, and the work of an ad-hoc committee
that has been functioning here for the last
few years." Though this committee preceded him, Moreland emphasized that he
has continued to work with it to ensure that
the Graduate School community is informed and "open on issues of perceived or
real harassment." Moreland stated that
when students have been harassed they are
unsure of what they should do, what recourse is available to them. Often, he continued, these students fear various forms of
recrimination which they may face, "be it
immediate or ... down the road, applying
for jobs, or things •of that nature." When
asked if the harrasser was usually or neces-

Questions: Art History
Student: I refer to a correspondance that sarily a faculty member Morelahd replied

has been exchanged since the beginning of
this year between the Chancellor's office
and the office of Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs. It concerns first an extreme
external pressure which the program is now
experiencing to expand into areas of study
for which there is no demonstrated student
interest or need either here at the Graduate
Center or at the senioi: colleges.
Reynolds: Where is the pressure from?
Student: From faculty members of the
senior colleges who teach in specializations
that are not offered at the Graduate Center.
Even more presently, because of the current
hiring freeze CUNY -wide, the Art History
program has been placed irr a state of crisis
which we believe no otheriSrogram in the
Graduate center is experiencing. '.fhis is
because of the extremely disproportionate
number of faculty members centrally appointed in the Art History program as
compared to other pfugrams at the Graduate
Center.
Reynolds: You mean appointed as
continued on p. JO.

that though harassment might involve a
faculty member and a student it could also
involve two students. "In the broader
sense", he said, "it could be faculty-faculty, faculty-staff, or staff-student"
After a meeting with the ad-hoc sexual
harassment committee and another meet-

ing with Program Assistants, Moreland
continued, "it occurred to me that it would
be a good, idea to come up with a brief
pamphlet that just talked about bias discrimination and harassment in the broadest
terms, that would be available to the community and would essentially encourage
dialogue. It would just tell people that
there are places to go for redress or just to
discuss the issue. My belief, certainly, [is]
that the way to stop something that is
proved and real is to come out into the open
and address it."
The publication and distribution of the
pamphlet has not, however, occurred without controversy, mediated by recent homophobic incidents at the Graduate School.
During the 1989"90 academic year homophobic graffiti appeared on the walls of the
men's room near the library, and announcements for gay and lesbian activities
and concerns were mutilated or removed
from bulletin boards and walls in the West
Hall dormitory. In the May, 1990, issue of
The Advocate, it was noted that these activities, perpetrated by an entity known as
the "Mystery Homophobe", violate Rule 11 of the 1989-1990 bulletin. Dean Moreland wrote, in a May 15th memorandum (in
response to Dr. Jonathan Lang's letter of
protest to President Proshansky) that such
conduct is "prohibited by the Rules and
Rekulation~ah pages 403<406 of the Bulle-

tin.!' After these homophobic incidents
Dean More\and met with several members

of the Organization for Gay, Lesbian, and
Bisexual Concerns (OGLBC). Jarrod
Hayes, a group member, stated that at the
meeting Dean Moreland mentioned that his
continued on p. 6.

What the Bias Pamphlet Has to Say
The following is the text to be included in mally. Members of the staff should file
the Graduate School anti-bias pamphlet: reports with the Office of Human Resources, It is important to bear in mind that
PLEASE TAKE THE TIME to read only by addressing negative situations can
wough this brief informational flyer. It they be halted. The Dean's office and the
has two primary purposes: to make explicit Office of Human Resources can give adthe institutional committment of The vice and explain procedures, and in the
Graduate School and University Center to case of proven unacceptable behaviour,
the prin_ciples and ideals of pluralism, di- initiate action to correct it
One resource open to students and
versity, and community; and to identify
resources available at the GSUC for ad- staff for obtaining free and confidential
dressing issues of pluralism, diversity, and practical counseling and advice on discrimination and harassment issues is the
community.
Specific federal, state, and city laws Office of Psychological Counseling Servand regulations, as well as City University ices (Room 1516; Telephone: 642-2131).
of New York and GSUC administrative In any event, students an~ staff are strongly
rules and regulations, prohibit actions of encouraged to discuss with the Office of
discrimination or bias involving sex, race, the Dean for Student Affairs or the Office
religion, sexual orientation, national ori- of Human Resources, as appropriate, the
gin, ethnicity, political belief, age, or ·option of filing a formal report.
The Graduate School and University
handicap. Anyone who violates the rights
of membersi>f the GSUC community to be Center affirms that pluralism and diversity
free of such discriminatory practices, in- strengthen the academic environment.
cluding harassment, will be subject to full Each member of the community is entitled
disciplinary action in accordance with the to perform his or her work in an environapplicable laws, rules, and regulations of ment free of discrimination and harrassment, and the GSUC will not tolerate any
these bodies.
Students who ~lieve themselves to be abridgement of this right.
-Issued by the
victimized in any way are urged to report
Office of the Dean for Student Affairs.
the incident to the Office of the Dean for
Student Affairs, whether formally or infor-
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Provost Steven M. Cahn Appointe(l
Acting President of the Graduate School
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I

The following is excerpted from an official CUNY press release.

By Thomas Burgess
#1 ThelsaiahWal142nd&lsl Asthegovemments of the world begin to question
this war, let them know that we had never
accepted armed intervention as an answer.
#2 The Daily News E42nd (2nd-3rd) You
don't need to read this scab paper to know
how lopsided their war coverage 1s: about as
even-handed as coverage of their employees' strike.
#3 Times Sqpare 43rd&B'wy. Home to
'the Anned Forces Recruiting Station, as
well as the biggest traffic jam in history.
When changing shifts, the police will actually march off to the NY Times cafeteria.
Nevertheless, press coverage will be relegated to Shadow Traffic.
#4 Cuomo's Office World Trade Center.
Ask why.CUNY finances are the first to go
when the USA spends NY money in bomb-:ing Baghdad. What good is freedom of the
press if we can't express ourselves equally
with the academic powermongers? Education is our right: how else will we compeat
with the intellectual elite.

--

#5 Wall Street 'A' Train to Nassau. Home
of the petrodollar.
#6 International Missions scattered
throughout th UN neighborhood. Let them
know they don't have to let the US tell
them what to do. Congratulate the states
that decline from endorsing this war. The
US· Mission is problematic, we've seen
this is the one place our cops will push.UJ.
away from.
____.....-

#7 The Networks scattered throughout
mi~town. So much for freeflom of the
press.
#8 The Federal Building lots of room here,
can't say much for the audience.
#9 Rockefeller Center 6th Av. Home of
our local oil company, Exxon, as seen in
the Midnight Oil video.
#10 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza Around the
corner from the UN, it has long been the
customary location for international protests that can go completely unnoticed by
the Security Council & officeworkers as
well. However, it's size makes it the most
auspicious area for a midtown squatter's
community. ff

Disempowermen~
Distinguished Professor Rosalind Krauss
Accepts Ivy League Position
The Graduate School and University Center
of The City University of New York
Ph.D. Program in Art History/Box 110
February 11, 1991
Students of the Ph.D. Program in Art History
The Graduate Center, CUNY
Dear Students,:
..
The decision I have made, to leave the Graduate Center and accept a pos1tton at
Columbia University, has been difficult and painful because of the enormous admiration
and respect i have for you. Like you, I am committed to conceiving ~d practicing our
discipline in ways that will be theoretjcally scrupulous and methodologically aware. For
many years the Graduate Center afforded this possibility, in the modem field, beyond that
of any other art history program in the country.
Now, however, the circumstances that made tl!e innovative character ofo~ pro_gram
possible have shifted beyonq the control of individual members of the faculty to mter•
".enc. $ome of these changes .relate t~ the attempts of the administratj.on 19 change the
nature of theprogram and its.focu~ on modem and on th~l)'. • But others, because ~~y ~e
structural are even more far-reaching. The Graduate Center has no control over hmng m
·the.colleges. As·the !l91demic level of the undergraduates has f~en ~vt:r the l~t deca~e.
the demands on the collegefacultie& have shifted and, necessarily, the lev~l of mcommg
•faculty has drifJed farthei: away from w~at is l!Pprogriaie to gnwqate teaching. !he e~ba"rassm~t [sic] our program is now in, .in relation to ~taffing, is a product ~f this erosim:i.
Internally, there are other decisions over whi~h jndividual faculties have no conlrol, Qnly
part of which has to do with budgets,
, ., , _
.
I believe I can s ~ for Professor Nocl}lin ~hen I say that~~ of us made our
d~isions out of a.sense of disempowerment over. the program.for which we hav,e worked
hard and steadily over many years.
I will be remain~g in the program fpr at}east three ~~re se~esters, ~~ti~. thr~ugh
spring of 1992. As was the case-wit.ti ProJ~ssor Noc~Im, I will be_ wilb~g ~o direct
dissertations of those students who ar~ WY advisees and w~o ~~e finished therr cour~e
work and have either sat or sche4uled_t!)e.ir second exams by the ume I leave.
This is a very hard letter for m..9 w..,write and I hope you will understand my reasons
even though you might disagree with them.
·
Sincerely,
Rosalind Krauss
I?istinguished P,rofessor

The Board of Trustees of The City
University of New York named Steven M.
Cahn Acting President of its Graduate
School and University Center at its meeting on January 28. He was recommended
by Chancellor W. Anti Reynolds to replace
Dr. Harold M. Proshansky, who died in
December after serving as President of the
Gradu'hie School for 18 years. A committee appointed by Board Chairman James P.
Murphy is currently conducting a national
search for a succes~t
Dr. Cahn, 48, ·tlffir been serving as Provost and Vice Presiclent for Academic Affairs at the City-'l:Jniversity Graduate
School where he also holds a professorship
in philosophy. He ~rune to the school in
1983 as Dean of G~uate Studies and appointed Provost and Vice President the
next year. Dr. Cahn received his B.A. from
Columbia College in 1963 and his Ph.D.
from Columbia University in 1966. He
previosly taught at Dartrnoath College,
Vassar College, the University of Rochester, New York University, and at the University of Vermont, where from 1973-80 he
headed the Department of Philosophy. He

served as program officer at the Exxon
Education Foundation and as acting director for humanities The Rockefeller Foundation. Immediately prior to his Graduate
School appointment he was director of the
Division of General Programs at the National Endowment for the Humanities. He
is currently president of The John Dewey
Foundation and previously chaired the
American Philosophical Association's
Committee on the Teaching of Philosophy.
Dr. Cahn is the author of six books
including Saints and Scamps: Ethics in
Academia (Rowman & Littlefield, 1986).
He has edited eight other volumes; among
them, the recently published Morality, Responsibility and the University: Studies in
Academic Ethics (Temple University
Press, 1990). He is also the author of numerofis articles in professional journals and
has spoken across the country on academic
ethics.
A resident of Manhattan, he is married
to Marilyn Ross, M.D., Chief of Ambulatory Peiliatrics at Lutheran Medical Center
in Brooklyn. ~

Gcaduate School Reveals

the Presidential Final Four
The Presidential Search Committee
for the Graduate School has.narrowed the
field to the following four candidates:
Russell G. Hamilton, Dean for Graduate
Studies.anq Jlesearch,,Yanderbilt University; Fran~s Degan. Horowitz, Dean of the
Graduate S.chool, University of Kansas;
Robert R Pollacl5, Professor of Bio~ogy,
Columbia Unversity; William A. Lester,
Jr., Professor ·•or Chemistry and Faculty
Senior Scientist, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California at
Berkeley. Oq~ of the five 9riginal finalists,
Ho~ston A. ~er.., J~.~ Director of the Center for th~ S~udy ~of Black Literature and
Culture at the University of Pennsylvania,
withdrew his application. The four candidates will be interviewed by both faculty
and student commi~s, who will then
make their recommendations to Cn.ancell0r
W. Ann Reynolds. The CUNY Board o_f
Trustees will ultimately select the next
president 0~ the Gra~l!ate School, and is
not bound by the recommendations of the
student and fac~lty com~ittees. The cover
_l~tters and1:~culum vitae ~f ~e four~d~date~ 3i avadable for review m the Mma
. Rees ~b " , ~e office ~f the Doctoral Students ~rtcd,_ and~ the office. of the
Dean ~ dent Af~. W ~ urge all students .!;%.1ook .at these materials _c~efully
and to.pass your ~ough~ and o~mions on
. to lhtf'O\ancellor s Pubbc Relauon,s office
(?94-5317), the Doctoral Students Council (642-28~ 1), and The A~v~cate _(64228~2>:. Whtie students p~c1p~te ~": the
selecuon proce~, our participation 1s not
not.fully recognized. We must make oursel~es he"a'rd. fl
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· Letters

Editorials

I

King Cahn and the
Restoration of Authority

Minority Students Concerned About Cahn

MINORITY STUDENT AFFAIRS
CUNY Graduate School
RoomSC06
Acting President Steven Cahn's aca- course in Epistemology. As the provost of 33 West 42nd Street
demic credentials are apparently above the Graduate School and a member of the New York, New York 10036
reproach, though he has not entirely
avoided controversy, especially during his
tenure at the Graduate Schoof. Recently,
the Graduate School's Minority Student
Association protested Cahn' s comments on
the U.S. Department of Education's controversial policy shift on minority scholarships and asked that the presidential search
committee consider these remarks in conjunction with his candidacy (Cahn withdrew his application). In Culture Wars:
School and Society in the Conservative
Restoration 1969-1984 College of Staten
Island Prof. Ira Shor identifies Cahn as one
the more articulate spokesmen for a neoconservative movement to 'restore' education in the United States. The 'restoration',
Shor writes, has entailed a "remarkable
offensive ... aimed at delegitimating democratic discourse and r~storing 'authority'."
The aims and rhetoric of the 'restoration'
movement are apparent in the following
excerpt from Cahn's essay 'Restoring the
House of Intellect' (this essay, cited in
Shor's book, first appeared in The American Teacher, Fall 1981, and was reprinted
in The New Republic and The American
Educator):
"During the 1970's, faculties were in
retreat, fulfilling Mark Rudd's hope [Rudd
was the most prominent student spokesperson during the 1968 student strike at Columbia University] that students would
take control of the university. The time has
come to reverse that trend. Strong faculties
that claim their rigbtful authority and use it
wisely will receive more than the respect of
their students; they will earn the gratitude
of the nation."
Cahn's attempt to 'restore' authority
was evident in his handling of the Levin
controversy last Fall when Prof. Michael
Levin, a (now) well-known anti-feminist
and theorist of racial superiority and professor of Philosophy at the City College
and the Graduate School, taught the 'core'

Philosophy department faculty, Cahn was
in a position to ameliorate a bad situation. Reverend Pressley:
Yet, Cahn avoided direct dialogue with the
faculty-student protest group, and simply As members of the CUNY Graduate
disseminated a letter of response to their School's student group concerned with Mipetition. In his response, Cahn cited nority Student Affairs (MSA), we wish to
Levin's academic credentials, noted that no express to you our concern over comments
student had ever officially charged Levin recently attributed to Steven M. Cahn,
with harrassment, and emphasized that Graduate School Provost and Professor of
there was no evidence that Levin discussed philosophy, in The New York Times
his thoughts on race' hnd gender in class. - (12Jf90). In response to Assistant SecreWhen The Advocate- suggested that his tary ofEducaucl'lrfor Civil Rights Michael
office, in conjunction•'with the Philosophy Williams's position that scholarships for
department, could resolve the problem by minority students are illegal in accordance
offering another secill5h of the Epistemol- with the 1964 Civil Rights Act, Professor
ogy course taugfit by-adifferent professor, Cahn was quoted as saying, 'It's a tough
Cahn refused to consi'dh the matter further. issue that needs to be discussed opnely.'
On January 31, 1991, the students of He said further, 'If anyone has a quick anthe Art History department wrote a letter to swer, they are oversimplifying it.'
CUNY Chancellor Ann Reynolds where
We are aware. that Professor Cahn is
they noted that "Acting President Steven being considered for the position of presiCahn has endorsed and promoted a plan for dent of the Graduate School and University
change within the Program that was devel- Center. We strongly believe that the new
oped not only without student representa- president ought to have a clear, strong and
tion, but in opposition to documented student inter~st to an alternative plan."
Cahn's behaviour, his refusal to accomodate student interests and recognize their
right to participate in the decisions that Dear Editor:
concern the fate of their departments, is
consistent with his stated goal tci 'restore'
The PSC (CUNY-faculty union) has
the 'rightful authority' of faculties. More- just announced a new health benefit: a noover, the (formerly) progressive character cost screening· for heart disease and colof the Graduate School's Art History de- orectal cancer. Like so much else, this is
partment marked it as a target for neo-con- only for the full-ti~e staff; adjuncts need
not apply. Five years ago when the PSC
servative reform.
leadership
offered memberships in Weight
Politics and education are inseparable,
Watchers,
we
called them "fat cats." What
an assertion which Acting President Steven
should
it
be
now,
"old farts"?
Cahn' s statements and actions substantiate.
Neither
colorectal
cancer nor heart
In order to continue the struggie for democdisease
is
a
laughing
matter-together
they
racy here at the Graduate School and
killed
my
father.
And
health
coverage
is a
throughout CUNY, we need to question the
serious
issue
for
everybody.
But,
the
way
politics of our faculty and adminstratorsespecially those who use phrases such as the CUNY union allocates it is a symptom
'rightful authority'. Their pblitics and au- of a larger problem. The higher educatio,n
thority directly concern our lives - we labor establishment is profoundly sexist
must not suffer the consequences of an and the PSC is no exception. Their contracts make adjuncting a pink collar ghetto,
imposed 'respect'. ~ .~- 1
a dead end, low or no benefit job.
It's clear that the union leadership

"After the Flood: The World Transformed'h:),
·1!1£
..... ('

:1

at the Borough of Manhattan Community Colleg~~199 Chambers St (near the World Trade Center),
New York City
Pre-registration fees are
$25.00 and S15.00 (student /low income)
For further information contact the CUNV-DSA office. Room BM~

...

Concerned members of MSA

lives in a bygone era, when Dad straightened his tie, put on his topcoat and went out
to wor'k while Moi'h J ? ~ ~ J , . j ; ; r
services at home, a time when girls, gays,
and folks with bad hair didn't ttou""t>\e \h.e"r

sleep.
Wake up and smell the decaf, Howard,
Arnold and Irwin! This is 1991 and everybody needs to earn a "breadwinner's" salary-even if they doh 't have genitals or
skin tone like yours!
A. Bidi

Andrew Long, Editor
Thomas Burgess, Associate Editor
Thomas Smith, Associate Editor
Michael Waldron, Associate Editor
Chantal Combes, eontributing Editor
Elliot Junger, Contributing Editor
Jonathan Lang, Contributing Editor
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Tara McGann, Contributing Editor
Binita Mehta, Contributing Editor
Vincent Tirelli, Contributing Editor
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The Graduate School and University Center
of the City University ofNew York
33 West 42nd Street
New York, New York 10036
Student Center 18
Telephone: 212-642-2852

CUNY - DSA ANNOUNCES
THE
NINTH ANNUAL
SOCIALIST SCHOLARS CONFERENCE

April 5-7, 199:l,

unwavering commitment to affirmative action; insofar as City University is a diverse
and multi-cultural institution in a truly international city, such a commitment is not
only appropriate, it is mandated. It is
widely acknowledged that minority grants
and scholarships are critical to realizing diversity. Thus, Professor Cahn's stand on
affirmative action matters in evaluating
him as a candidate for the presidency.
Unfortunately, Professor Cahn's
quoted comments give us every reason to
doubt his commitment to true diversity
here at the Graduate School. As such, we
have the strongest reservations about his
fitness for candidacy for President.
We request that you convey our concerns to all members of the Search Committee. During this particularly difficult
period in our nation's history, it is both
immoral and dangerous to consider reversing the very important strides minority
groups have made in the past decades. It is
our hope that the future president of the
Graduate School maintains a sincere commitment to equal opportunity in higher
education for all.

Part-time Health Benefits for Part-timers

'Qtbi

'-- _<J,..
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Contributors
Thomas Burgess
John Condon
Rollo Cue
Sophia Friedman
Eric Glunt
Jarrod Hayes
Andrew Long
George McClintock III
Thomas Smith

The opinions expressed in The Graduate Student A4vocate are those of the
individual contributors and in no way reflect the opinions of the
Doctoral Students' Council, its officials or its repres~ntatives.
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The City University of New York
Board of Trustees
Office of the Secretary
535 East 80 Street,
New York, N.Y. 10021
I

December 12, 1990
To the Editor
The Graduate Student Advocate
Graduate School & University Center
33 W. 42nd Street
New York, N.Y. 10036
DearSir:
We received a copy of The Graduate
Student Advocate and note on page four
where you list the Contributors, the improper use of the lower case "t" when referring to The City University of New York.
Please see the attached.
We would appreciate it if you contracted the source of the oversight about
correcting this error in future publications.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Martin J. Warmbrand
Secretary

Shouting from the Rooftop
Doing Things with Michael Levin
by Jarrod Hayes

hinted that Levin might also be a homophobe, though no evidence was cited or
given to back up this suggestion. I have
"This paper defends the view that homo- dug up from the an(n)als -of "serious"
sexuality is abnormal and hence undesir- philosophical inquiry-in this case, The
able-not because it is immoral or sinful, Monist, "An International Quarterly Jouror because it weakens society or hampers nal of General Philosophical Inquiry," anevolutionary development, but for a purely other example of Levin's philosophical
mechanical reason. It is a misuse of bodily discourse. This article doesn't appear on
parts. (:/ear empirical sense attaches to The New York Times op-ed page. It is an
the idea ofthe use of such bodily parts as example of his professional writing, justigenitals, the idea that they are for s ~ i n g his pre~nce in the classroom and pothing, and consequentlytd11ieitleaeftheir sition in the university, supported by the
misuse. I argue on grounds involving natu- university and used to generate and particiral selection that misuse ofbodily parts can pate in homophob~. :·
with high probability be connected to
With Levin gje from the Graduate
unhappiness."
Center for a few semesters, some might say
(Michael Levin, "Why Homosexuality Is that I am shouting to an empty room, that
Abnormal," The Monist 67.2 (1984): 251) the issue is dead. I hope to make the point
that it is never too early to organize for the
Much discourse was produced last se- next time. I also hope that this article
mester around Michael Levin, his teaching points out implicitly that racism, sexism,
at the Graduate Center, his racist and sexist and homophobia are bed buddies, so to
views and discourse. It was occasionally speak, and must be fought as a unit. Besides, shouting is what much of this article
is about Some might also say that I quote
too extensively; part of my point is that
Levin makes my point much better than I.

The Victim's Fault?

r'

Shouting

tor.

Floy,d L. Moreland
Dean for Student Affairs/Box 650
Graduate Center,

City University of New York
33 W. 42nd St.
New York, NY 10036-8099
,.,

Dear Dean Moreland:
The undersigned, members of the
Graduate Center Organization for Lesbian,
Gay, and Bisexual Concerns, are concerned
with how the issues of sexual harassment
are treated within the pamphlet on discrimination which was distributed at the Fall
1990 New Student Orientation. After much
debate among our association members,
our particular objections are: 1). that the
pamphlet does not fulfill its purpose of
informing the new student of the
University's commitment to the rights of
all members of its diverse student body, and
2) that it does not give useful practical information for the student who feels he/she
has been harassed~
First, there is no definition of sexual
harassment within th<? pamphlet, and no
guidelines for students to evaluate whether
or not specific events or behaviors they
·have experienced are instan'ces of harassment A statement of principles, followed
by examples of behavior considered inappropriate (from verbal abuse to demands for
sexual favors) would be the most useful
way to remedy this lack.
Second, there is no recognition in the
pamphlet of the context in which sexual
harassment takes place and its relationship
to the power relations within the University; in particular, we feel that it should be
stated that harassment involve$ the abuse of
power by someone in a. superior position,
such as a professor or department chair, to
the disadvantage of someone in a position
of less power, such as.,? student or instruc-

ll._~~-
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Sexual Harassm.ent:
February 8, 1991

--"?

Third, the resources offered students
who feel they have experienced harassment

are.inadequate. First of all, it is inappropriate to prominently name the Office of Psychological Counseling Services and give
its location and phone number, while the
location and phone number of the Office of
the Dean for Student Affairs is not contained within the main body of the statement (although it does appear on the other
side of the pamphlet). This suggests that
harassment is the fault of the victim, and
that it is more important for the victim to
achieve personal adjustment following their
victimization than for them to seek justice
and to correct the harassing situation so it
does not recur. Also, the locations and
phone numbers of student organizations
which may offer assistance should be included in the list of available resources;
such organizations as the Doctoral Student
Council and the DSC Ombudsperson, and
various minority, feminist and gay/lesbian
student organizations.
We are confident that a more satisfactory pamphlet can be produced for distribution to the student body, and are willing to
provide representatives to work on this
pamphlet
In addition to revisions in the pamphlet, we feel that a related issue must be
raised. It is the responsibility of the university administration to communicate to faculty members their resolve that students
not be subjected to sexual harassment, ~d
to educate faculty members as to what kind
of behavior constitutes harassment. We
want to see action by the administration
within the faculty and staff of the University equal to any initiatives aimed toward
students.
Sincerely,
Sarah Boslaugh (Co-Chair);
David Chapin; Jarrod Hayes;
Jonathan Lang
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"The first [preliminary remark1 concerns

Cock sucking, as recent studies have emphasized, to be done safely, should be done
with condoms. "Mutual fellation" would
thus require two. (We shall see an example
of Levin's obsession for logic. I wanted to
throw in some of my own.) Few would
argue that condoms are yummier than pistachio ice cream. Many suggest condiments to make "mutual fellation" (with
protection) tastier. I suggest pistachio icecream and that, next time, the cock suckers
think of Levin, in whose honor this suggestion is made.
Notice the emphasis on "mutual" fellation. Levin constructs a notion of which
orifice is "meant" for which member: "The
erect penis fits the vagina, and fits it better
than any other natural orifice: penis and
vagina seem made for each other" (Levin
251). This passage sounds somewhat like a
fairy tale. Penis meets vagina. And they
live happily ever after. But we (at least we
queers) all know, in the "real" world,
things aren't quite so easy. Levin, so concerned with "happiness," knows that if
penis-vagina connection were all there was
to life, we would all be very unhappy
(which would deeply distress Levin). Most
things one woman can do with another, or
one man can do with another, can also be
done by a man and a woman. "Mutual"
fellation, however, by definition, requires
two men, or at least two individuals with
penises.
Levin provides the following qualifier:
"It is universally recognized that, for humans and the higher animals, sex is more

f
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than the insertion of the penis into the va-

the explicitness o/JnyJa.pguage jn.the,fore- ... gina. Fo,replay)s necessary-to prepare./he
going paragraph and the rest ofti,/_s paper. female and, to a lesser extent, the male.
Explicit mention of bodily parts and the [... ] Sexual intercourse must therefore be
frank description of sexual acts are neces- understood to include the kisses and casary to keep the phenomenon under discus- resses that necessarily precede copulation,
sion in clear focus. Euphemistic vagary behaviors that nature has made rewarding.
about 'sexual orientation' or 'the gay life- What my view does predict is that exclusive
style' encourage one to slide over homo- preoccupation with behaviors normally
sexuality without having to face or even ac- preparatory for intercourse is highly corknowledge what it really is. Such talk en- related with unhappiness. And, so far as I
courages one to tretlt • sexual preference' know, psychologists do agree that such
as if it were akin to preference among jla- preoccupation or 'fixation' with, e.g., cunvors of ice cream. Since unusual taste in nilingus, is associated with personality
ice cream is neither right nor wrong, this traits independently recognized as
usage suggests, why should unusual taste disorders." (Levin 270)
in sex be regarded as objectionable? Op- - So anything (straight) goes as long as
posed to this 'usage is the unblinkable fact he gets to stick it in (the "right"place). To
that the sexual preferences in question are condemn homosex, Levin must first consuch acts as mutual fellation. Is one man's struct the proper member-orifice rapport,
taste for pistachio ice-cream really just like then, to make heterosex okay, he must
another man's taste for fellation? Unwill- make an exception for straights.. Otherwise
ingness to call this· particular spade a
spade allows delicacy to award the field by
~ing
default to the view that homosexuality is
normal. Anyway, such delicacy is misWould not be acceptable for anyone.
placed in a day when 'the love that dare not The rubbing together of two orifices
speak its name' is shouting its name from "meant" for another use. Levin would say
the rooftops." (Levin 252)
it is only "meant" to pave the way for stickSince Levin so insists on calling things ing it in.
by their names, I shall do the same. Levin,
'On the subject of the intended use of
however, fails to live up to his own rule various orifices and the legislation thereof,
• that
(e.g. when he discusses AIDS he calls it with this logic one could also argue
"especially virulent venereal diseases" one of the "intended uses" of the vagina is
[Levin 269)): I shall begin with one of giving birth, and that all women should be
Levin's first obsessions "mutual fellation" forced to have children to ensure their hapand "ice~ream." I scream, I shout
piness. "It is not a theoretical contention
but an observable fact that women enjoy
Cock Sucking
motherhood, that failure to bear and care
for children breeds unhappiness in women,
I repeat that tid-bit, that text of jouis- and that the role of 'primary caretaker' is
sance. "Is one man's taste for pistachio much more important for women than
ice-cream really just like another man's men" (Levin 271). Take note of the word
taste for fellation?" Levin fails to consider "breeds," for this is what Levin wants to do
that these two choices might only be one.
Continued on page 6.
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with women. "Breeder," pejorative queer- treme "happiness." If the male anus werespeak for heterosexual, seems in 4vin's n't "meant" for being fucked why would
case, quite apropos. Despite all the circum- this behavior be so rewarding?
locution, Levin has but one interest.
As we can see, ,Levin again displays
quite a limited knowledge of fucking. I am
first reminded of the early ACT UP poster,
Fucking
"Sexism Rears Its Ugly Head," displaying
"On the/ace of it, telling its host body 'P.ut a(n) (en)large(d) (I hope, not being a size
your penis in any reasonably small, moist queen myself; I am not the one obsessed
opening' is a sufficiently adaptive gene with erect penises heading for my anus),
that follows it in the gene pool. [...] The hard-on prick (pun intended), something
flaw in the plan is that a competitor gene that seems to pop up often in this article.
might evolve to tell its body: 'Put your
"Wear condoms
penis only in vaginas, i.e., moist openings
with a certain feel and which are accompaOr beat it" is the text. Levin mentions
nied by such visual clues as breasts and
wide hips.' [... ] But our bisexual gene isn't n~ither possibility in his text The egofinished. It might evolve the following centric male that he is, seems to think a
strategy: 'Body, insert your penis in vagi- penis (his own) is required to do the job
nas most of the time, but insert your penis well. He has left oul' finger fucking, fist
in male anuses frequently enough to keep fucking, and fuckin.!f*ith a dildo. Of the
other males, who are competing with you latter, I prefer the dl~brsive sort, as you
for females, occupied.• A body with such a can see, with Levin(:, text) as my ~do.
gene could keep a harem pregnant. [. ..] He also seems io requite that sex occur with
The fly in this ointment is the counter- another person. He certainly could ngt prestrategy that purely heterosexual genes tend that queers have a monopoly on
could evolve; 'Avoid erect penises heading
Masturbating
for your anus."' (Levin 267) Just relax
honey.
Concerned about "behaviors that nature "In light of this, a more adequate explicahas made rewarding," Levin has obviously tion of'S. is for.E in Q' runs:
not discovered his own prostrate, a gland of (i) S. conduces to E in Q.
extraordinary sensitivity, a source of ex- (ii) Qj being Eis necessary for the mainte-

nance ofQin Qj genetic cohort, and
(iii) (i)and (ii) are part ofthe causal explanation of the existence or persistence of S.
in Q and member's [sicJ of Q's genetic
cohort (see [6], sec. 23; [18]; and esp.
[38]." (Levin 256)
I could certainly not condemn Levin
for discursive masturbation, doing so much
of it myself. ·The question is, where does
masturbation fit into his picture of sexuality. It serves no purpose in propagating the
species; in fact, it may even detract from it.
And yet, it seems, most do it. Th~ fact is, if
you allow masturbation, sex for sex's sake,
(almost) anything goes. The next question
is, how ·does masturbation fit into Levin's
member-orifice paradigm? Js the hand a
member, its "normal function," as Levin
would say, or an orifice? Male masturbation, the banging of two (God forbid)
mem~rs, disrupts the Levin paradigm.
Wlficn·brings-me to my next topic.

head of the penis. That the head in the foreskin belongs to someone else is merely a
matter of semantic masturbation, something, we have seen, Levin is quite good at
And finally,

that at an October 11th rally at Columbia
against anti-gay attacks Matt Foreman, director of the Gay and Lesbian Anti-Violence Project stated that, "Attacks on gays
and lesbians have more than doubled in
New York City since since Jan.I. Libby
Post, a spokesperson for the Einpire State
Pride Agenda, stated that New York State
does not have
anti-bias bill, and that
passage of the proposed bills (#4600 in the
Senate and #7464 in the Assembly) has
been held up by a small cadre of conservative Republican politicians. Angela Padilla, a spokesperson for the Columbia Gay
and Lesbian Law Students Association
stated that these bills "would mandate extra
penalties for violent crimes based on race,
religion, ethnicity and sexual orientation ..
[Columbia Daily Spectator 10/12/90]."
Last Spring, after a racial caricature
was posted on the dorm rooin door of an
African-American student, and after a gay
student was harrassed by another student,
Stanford University amended its student
conduct code to prohibit "discriminatory
intimidation by threats of violence" and
"personal vilification of students on the
basis of their sex, race, color, handicap,
religion, sexual orientation, or national and
ethnic origin." The New York Times noted
that other schools such as the University of
California system, the University of Michigan, Brown University, and the University
of Wisconsin, "have passed similar antiharassment rules." The University of
Michigan rule was later amended when a
Federal court judge concluded that it "was
too broad and would restrict free speech
(NYT 5/27/90)."
In May, 1990, The New York Times
reported an anti-homosexual rally at the
University of Massachusetts-Amherst held
by the local chapter of group known as
Young Americans for Freedom. 'The rally,
dubbed "Straight Pride" by its participants,
was marked by violent clashes with
counter-demonstrators and the disruption of
an anthropology class screening of "The
Life and Times of Harvey Milk". A UMass
group known as the Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay
Alliance "issued a list ofl 1 requests it
wants the university to address. The list
includes increasing education about oppression and diversity on campus, hiring an
openly gay male therapist for the univer-

sity' s mental health services and relocating
the Program for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual
Concerns from a campus dormitory to a
more central location {NYT 5/6/90).
All of these bias inciden,ts are clearly
violent, albeit to varying degrees, and as
such are easily classified as physical acts
and matters qi personal conduct. Consequently, the institutions concerned (Stanford and the Graduate School) were able to
respond_ within an established discourse of
"diversity"· and free speech. Yet, victims
and observers poinf out that, frequently,
bias incidents are not clearly identified and
recognized within this same legal framework. Indeed, the inability of the institution to adequately respond to bias incidents
which are not clearly "acts" or "conduct"
became apparent in the interview. In response to questions about the language of
the pamphlet, its use of phrases such as
"prohibit actions of discrimination or
bias" and "students who believe themselves to be victimized" [our italics],
Moreland stated that he was concerned that
all parties should be protected. He distinguished between perceived harassment and
actions. Moreland stated that, " ...there are
certainly incidents in which one can objectively say and see, and everyone will agree
that this person has been victimized. If
someone attacks someone on the street we
all see, it is clear who the victim is and that
person does not have.to believe themselves
to be a victim." Moreland continued,
"There are other instances, I think, in which
there will be disagreement as to whether
one has been victimized.... A person in a
class [for example] may be offended by
what a professor says, and that person will
believe themselves to have been victimized. It is conceivable that what the professor said was not said with any intent to hurt
or to victimize, that it was misunderstood.
That's ... alt hypothetical instance where
some kind of investigation would have to
be conducted to se.e whether if in fact there
i~ some kind of pattern here or whether it
was insensitivity on the part of the professor."
The Sexual Harassment Panel of
Hunter College distributes three pamphlets
titled, "Sexual Harassment: Myths and
Realities", "Sexual Harassment On Camconcluded on p. 7.

Lest you think that I have fallen into
Levin's trap of constructing sex as banging
a prick (beirig a prick-and we've seen a bit
of that, too) into the other, indeed a phallocentric construct, I shall end with my favorite activity. Two people, generally horizontal, one behind the other, facing in the
same direction, like two spoons, one inside
the other. This activity requires neither a
member, nor an orifice, and it deconstructs
any paradigm that does.
" ... [TJ he question remains of why homosexuals in the recent past, who suffered
greatly for being homosexuals.persisted in
,being homosexuals." (Levin 270)
Docking
My last question to Levin: If he is so
happy as a heterosexual, why does he think
Inserting the penis into another man's heteros~xuality must be enforced?
foreskin. One could hardly argue that the Jarrod Hayes is, among other things, a
orifice of the foreskin is not "meant" for the Ph.D. student in the French Department.

an

mentioned that his office was planning an
anti-bias pamphlet which he promised to
review with OGLBC prior to its publication and distribution.· Hayes said that no
member ofOGLBC was subsequently contacted about the pamphlet, and he was both
surprised and angered when he saw, for the
first time, the preliminary draft at the Fall
1990 orientation meeting. Moreland acknowledged that he did not contact and
meet with OGLBC as he had promised, but
stressed that, at the time he was concerned
that the pamphlet should be distributed at
the orientation meeting.- When asked about
the content of the pamphlet Hayes said that
he hoped that ideally it would "attempt to
describe the daily experience of gays, lesbians, women, and people of color. This
[the pamphlet] was supposed to be about
discrimination but is titled, "Pluralism and
Diversity". Another spokesperson for
OGLBC, Sarah Boslaugh, reiterated Hayes'
criticism, and added that other members of
the group were concerned that legal recourse
and even the availability of a student ombudsman were not mentioned in the pamp,hlet. She also ~tated that another student
fP!t th€?- pamphlet should have explained
~~- the inequalities of the "outside world"
are present, within the confines of the
Graquate Center. These criticisms,
Boslaugh said, will be formally presented
to Dean Moreland's office in the near future.
A spokesperson for the Minority Students Association, Steve Thompson, was
also disappointed with the pamphlet, and
stated that he hoped that more substantial
measures would be taken to prevent bias
incidents at the Graduate ,School. Th-

ompson suggested that the institution appoint "someone who really has the power
tQ make changes _and take actions as
needed." Moreland stated that to date (12/3/
90) no,group has formally presented revisions of the pamphlet, though he encouraged any individual or group to also drop
changes or comments into the (new) suggestion box outside his office.
In,the social 'space outside the Graduate
School the appearance of the pamphlet
comes during a period marked by an increase in the number of bias attacks against
women, gays and lesbians (arid people perceived to be gay and lesbian), as well as
increased racial and ethnic tension throughout the New York City region. A spokesperson for the New York City chapter of the
National Organization of Women (NOW)
stated that in New York City the number of
reported rapes and sexual assaults has increased substantially in 1990. The particularly violent character of recent events is
further underscored by the well-publicizedl 989 murder of Yusef Hawkins, an
African-American teenager, by .a mob of
white youths in Bensonhurst, Br'gQklyn, as
well -as the 1989 bias-murder \fi(,a gay
Staten Island man. After an ~ r 6th
dance sponsored by the Columbia University Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Coalition
(LBGC) four Columbia·law stude\'rts were
verbally harrassed and then attacked and
beaten by a group of men who emerged
from a parked car at 116th St. and Claremont Avenue. This incident occured despite the presence of a Barnard security
officer, who merely watched, and only radioed for help after the assault. The Columbia Daily Spectator (10/12/90) noted
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We shall see how the counsels ofprudence
and restraint may become the prime agents
of mortal danger; how the middle course
adopted from desires for safety and a quiet
life may be found to lead direct to the bull's
eye ofdisaster.

issue as one oflslam versus the infidels and
Imperialists.
As each stage of the crisis failed to be
resolved, Saddam's responded with escalation. The major contention here is the re•
fusal to link Kuwait to a settlement of the
Palestinian issue, the U.S. has refused to
accept this linkage.
The Palestinian issue, believed to be
Saddam's strongest point, is in fact his
weakest most desperate attempt to realize
his real goals of this conflict. Saddam's
pan-Arabism is certainly appealing to
many Arabs, but its appeal reflects the
desperation of a people, who know or care
little about Saddam's brutality against his
own people, but share his hatred and his
patronage of violence.
Like Hitler, Saddam prefers to dwell in
a land where mythology rules over reality.
Saddam's "mother of all battles" is an eerie
reminder of Hitler's demented notion of
Gl>tterdammerung, where the German race,
long abused and misunderstood, would
reign again in a world purified· of evil.
Saddam's vision of the long-suffering Arab
is frightening similar to Hitler's conception of the German Volk, and this mythical
entity is embodied in the Palestinian.
It is far easier for Arabs to equate the
Palestinian problem with Israel and the
United States, but the issue is far more
complex. It is far easier to place the blame
on Israel than to call attention to the to
Arabs' inability put their own house in
order. Hatred of Israel is a projection of the
Arabs' own self-hatred; of \heir mi\i\aT)'
inferiority, their inability to overcome
corruption and despotism and see real gains
from the enormous wealth they have
amassed through selling their oil to their
"imperialist" enemies.
Saddam shares, with many other Arabs, a burning hatred of Jews, beyond any
reasonable political motive. A closer examination of Saddam's hati:ed of Jews reveals a pathology reminiscent of Hitler's.
Jews are on the edge of a conspiracy against
a regime that sees itself as perpetually under
siege by enemies: "Zionists," "Persians,"
Imperialists," "infidels," "traitors," "Satans." A regime of this nature .is sure to
bum itself out sooner or later. The fires of
hatred will be extinguished either by foreign intervention or by allowing them to •
consume everything that's left to be consumed. Unfortunately that does not leave
us much of a choice. II

--Winston Churchill'

Memoirs of the Second World War.

/
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History has yet to provide us with a
case of a painless war. We can state unconditionally that war sacrifices the innocent
for the crimes of others, that enormous resources are wasted, that resentlnent and humiliation lie in its wake. We also know
that all wars are eventually settled. The dialogue that comes afterwards makes the preceding events seem all the more meaningless. The benefits of war are certainly few,
but if wars serve one function, it may be
that they provide lessons that may enable
us to avoid future wars.
We should not fall into the trap that
war is the worst possible outcome. As the
recent debate h'as shown, democracies are reluctant to go to war. As the war unfolds it
also becomes apparent that war and democracy are inherently incompatible. War requires authoritarianism, secrecy and other
restrictions, which clash with our accustomed values. In our priority of protecting
these fundamental values, we are faced with
two dangers. The first is tht tendency to
overestimate the power of democracy to
overcome tyranny and aggression. The second is to underestimate the power that a deranged individual can inflict upon the
world. History has proven that forces of
unimaginable evil can prevail.
It appears as if Saddam Hussein is an

pus Is A Problem", and "The Student in
Backrow: A voiding Sexual Harassment in
the Classroom". Though these pamphlets
and the (authorial) panel are specifically
concerned with sexua]/gender harassment,
which they state usually involves a femalevictim and a male victimizer, they explain
the apparent subtlety of sexual and/or gender harassment, the effects a victim might
suffer, "Important Things Not To In Dealing With Sexual Harassment", and continually reassure the victim that support services .are available. For example, "sexual
harassment is any coerced, unethical, and
unwanted emphasis on sexuality or gender", and may include, assault, leering or
ogling, and obscene gestures. That sexual
harassment,_ and hence a bias incident, does
not necessarily entail a codified "action",
"act", or "conduct" was emphasized_by one
Graduate School student who noted that a
male university authority figure continually refers to her as "dear" and in the past
has patted her knee which might be interpreted as paternal gestures of support, but

astute student of history. His regime, in
Baghdad, has followed almost exactly the
pattern of totalitarianism developed by
Hitler and Stalin. Worse, Saddam is a hybrid dictator who combines the worst aspects of the two. He favors the reign ·or
terror, the cult of personality, and militarized socialism of Stalinism, but like
Hitler, he is prone to ravi~g,_a,gd,1eHori:ling
his neighbors. What is most frightening
about Saddam, is his enthusiasm for war.
With a population of 17 million, he has
built up an army of over one million
men-a rate of militari7.ation more than
five times greater than the U.S., and if
matched, would give the U.S. and armed
force of nearly 15 million.
It is incredibly easy to make a demon
out of Saddam Hussein. His brutality and
sadism are well-documented, but Saddam is
no ordinary dictator. He needs war to survive. In 1980, Just one year after taking
power, he embarked on an eight year war
with Iran, which shocked the world in its
brutality and senselessness. Three years
after renouncing all war claims against Iran,
Saddam launched a second invasion, this
time against Kuwait.
The origins of the Kuw}lit invasion h~

left those eager to find some legitimate
Iraqi grievances against Kuwait searching

which she believes to be demeaning and
sexist.
When it was suggested that some
members of the Graduate School community might be offended that the Office of
Psychological Counselling Services
handles bias and harrassment complaints:
Moreland stated that, "it is the one office,
and its name is unfortunate, that can assure
confidentiality." Other offices, he explained, are bound by federal laws, and the
regulations of the university board to report
criminal actions.
Despite the current legal framework
and the work of the ad-hoc committee
which Dean Moreland referred to earlier, at
its October meeting the Doctoral Student
Cou~cil (DSC) noted that President Proshansky' s Office is currently forming a
sexual harrassment committee (a "Special
Advisory Board') at the Graduate School.
The minutes of the meeting state that the
DSC "felt that a greater scope for it would
enhance the board's purpose: [the] board
should include faculty, students, and staff."
Michael Glassman reminded the DSC that
New York State mandates that the President's Office fonn such a committee, it is
an ad'<,isory committee to the President, and
ensure its continued existence. Gordan
Crandall and Jarrod Hayes were nominated
by the DSC (by acclamation} to this committee. II
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in vain. Saddam, ruined by the cost of his
eight year war with Iran, was strapped for
cash. A glut in the oil market meant lower
oil prices. The end of the war also meant an
end to the "protection money" he was collecting from Saudi Arabia and Kuwait.
This money, ostensibly paid to protect the
Arab monarchies against the threat of Ira-nian fundamentali(m, equally served to persuade Saddam from attacking them. It was
cheaper to pay off Saddam Hussein, than to
spend for their ow~Fies, which could not
match Iraq's and ~ .the same time would
threaten the powe~,Rf the monarchs.
In its earliest stages the invasion of
Kuwait resembled a robbery, more reminiscent of Barbarian invasions or colonial
plundering than a modem war. If Saddam is
rational, something we cannot necessarily
assume, his invasion of Kuwait does not
make sense, except as one part of continued
Iraqi territorial expansion. The economic
benefits of the invasion were short term and
nullified by the outrage of the world.
Diplomacy has been rendered useless
by tlfo lack of reason exhibited by Iraq after
the invasion. It necessitated a mockery of
the diplomatic process since it was an act
unjustifiable by even the tiniest, most implausible fig leaf of "rfatibrtal interest,"
which other powers have used to disguise
their aggression. It became apparent that
Saddam was not interested in Kuwait, but
in continued war. War was not a means to
an end, but an end in itself.
Even those intent on appeasemel\t,
most notably the French, and to a lesser
degree the Soviets, were frustrated by
Saddam's refusal to limit his demands. In
his deadline visit, U.N. Secretary Javier
Perez de Cuellar, found Saddam oblivious
to the weight pf world opinion against him;
his• overwhelming concern was that the
Secretary General had enough coffee and
cake during the meeting.
At first, Sadqam claimed that Kuwait
was a problem between "brother Arabs,"
but when condemned by the Arab League,
he decided to play the issue as one of rich
Arab states versus poor Arab states, or Zionist appeasers (Egypt). When the West John Condon is a student in the Ph.D proentered the conflict, he tried to portray the gram in Sociology.
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From my talks with the PhD students in French, in and out of the classroom, I believe that the.
most valwwle effect 07 my course was to make them think about teaching. Of course it gave them
a great dial "of information on the theory, art and techniques of teaching, but most important, it
raised thl'l"f'.ionsciousness about an aspect of their future careers to which they had given very littl~
thought. It mqy still be true that many PhD students have unrealistic expectations concerning
their t!ar~s as college teachers. In spite of the many negative reports on the current state of language a71ltJiterature in the college-curriculum, the students see themselves as the successors of the
professors whoin they admire and who influenced their career choices. They give no thought to the
different stages ofan academic career, nor to the shifting demands and expectations faced by faculty
members as they go up in rank. Even when the students teach part-time while studying for the
PhD, they view their jobs as a way of making a living while getting the degree .. They do what they
are told,. They follow the syllabus and complete the required assignment. They do their best, and
some are quite successful; but they do not reflect on their teaching."
-Renie Waldinger, Executive Officer
Andrew Long is the Editor ofThe Advocate
MA Program in Liberal Studies
and Splinter! and hails from the doctoral
Training PhD Students to Teach in College
program in Comparative Literature.
Association of Departments of Foreign Languages
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the citizens' fear always calls for more law
andorder.
Garth Marchant, University Student
Senate member on the Board, expressed
the concern that tuition increases would
force many students out of school, especially those who are now facing loss of
their tuition assistance in addition to the
loss of jobs due to recession. Marchant
also expressed concern about new restrictions upon financial aid for part-time students: these might. also serve to drive such
students out.
Various other student government
leaders spoke. All expressed concern
about the tuition hikes. Many students at
CUNY are single parents, who scrape by
just to make ends meet. "Why does the
working class always to pay the price of
fiscal crises?" asked Stan Rosenquist of
Staten Island, very forcefully. "10% of
CUNY students are on public assistance.
60% make less than $16,000 a year. 40%
make less than $12,000. 40% are single
parents. They can't afford these hikes."
He then asked why, if other university systems arqund the world, even in a devastated country like Lebanon, have free tuition, "WHY CAN'T WE?!" David Levine,
president of the Queens student govenment, then declared that the Board ha~ betrayed the students trust, that they were
destroying the "rungs on the ladder"
through which working class CUNY students have traditionally been promised a
route to economic survival.
Then it was the tum of PTU adjunct

- ....

faculty members Anthea Tillyer, Vincent
Tirelli, and Harry Cason. Tillyer, an adjunct at BMCC, asked Chancellor Reynolds to look into the fact that a growing
number of courses at CUNY-40% of the
regular courses and 60% of the remedialwere being taught by professors hired part
time--adjuncts--who are restricted from
participating in faculty decision-making.
As a result, they cannot represent the needs
of their students to their fellow faculty.
They are also restricted from teaching
more than two courses at any single campus and therefore must rush around from
campus to campus to make a living, thus
leaving them little time to meet with students after class.
Reynolds, of course, has revealed a
shocking ignorance about adjuncts. A few
m0nths ago, she publically declared that
most CUNY adjuncts pursue their teaching
merely as a-sideline t~_some other, wellpaid career. We wish. !l!is were still true;
unfortunately, it stopP.(:~ being true about
fifteen years ago, wheq.)m "adjunct" was
an outside expert hired"to give CUNY students the benefit of "real world" experience. Since then, the university has hired
part-timers en masse, many of whom rely
upon their pitiful adjunct wages to survive
in NYC.
Harry Cason, an adjunct at the College
of Staten Island and a member of our own
GSUC Poljtical Science department, argued that the budget crisis and the fiscal
crises underlying it was due to the manner
in which our society is organized. "We
have the technical resources to give everybody what they need," he said. The problem is that our social organization is co_n-

trolled by an elite: "this is an elitist society.
We, the people, have to control our society,
so that we can gain an education for all.
If the mission of the university is to educate
the children of the whole people, the university is retreating from that mission.
That retreat benefits elites, who want education just for themselves. These budget cuts
need to be reconsidered. These tuition hikes
are unacceptable. You, the Board; must
refust to accept them. It is up to you."
Vincent Tirelli, also a member of
GSUC Political Science and a teaching
assistant at Brooklyn, agreed with Tillyer
that "running from campus to campus, the
lack of comparable pay for comparable
work, the lack of health benefits" that adjuncts face is unacceptable. Adjuncts especially are hired to teach in overcrowded (50
and up) classrooms. To avoid burnout,
many faculty use multiple choice exams,
but these can't possibly "educate." Teaching political science requires the teaching of
writing, and this is very difficult in conditions of overcrowding.
"This Board needs to take a stand,"
Tirelli demanded. "You can offer your leadership for a movement for progressive taxation, to tax the wealthy to give CUNY the
money we need. You could offer a strong
voice," instead of initiating these cuts and
hikes.
More students expressed their anger
and frustration at the Board for the tuition
hikes. The Board was insensitive; they had
betrayed the students; they were sell-outs
and liars; they represented the city's financiers and bankers, not the people; they
should resign immediately. The issue of
racism and racial insensitivity was also dis-

cussed by the undergraduates: African-American, Hispanic, and -white. Robert
Nisanoff, President of Evening Student
Government at Hunter, yelled angrily that
the cuts-hikes package, driving as it would
many minority and female single parents
from an education, was "racist and sexist."
He;tlso de.cried Reynolds' s "dubious reputation from California." Ian McGowan
noted that tuition had been free for his parents, when CUNY had been predominantly
white; now· that minorities had enrolled,
tuition has steadily increased. Bill Leiman
decried the fact that tuition was rising
while the curriculum was still predominantly Eurocentric: the CUNY faculty were
still "teaching lies about how Columbus
'discovered' America" rather than teaching a
proposed "curriculum of inclusion," me~tioned previously by Carol Ballard from
Hunter, encompassing the historical experience of the many ethnic minorities comprising the CUNY student body. Leiman
told the Board to "do some soul searching,"
that the college catalog in which the former
tuition rate had been printed was a "contract" and that the Board was involved with
"breach of contract" by increasing it.
On the whole, the evening was very informative, and students had the opportunity to sound off about these terrible budget
proposals. Whether their sentiments will
actually be heard by the Board is doubtful,
unless a political movement can be created
to show the Board that killing education
may tum into a form of political suicide.

Thomas Smith is Associate Editor for The
Advocate and studies Political Science.
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Arts & Events
By Sofia ·Friedman
Hernando De Soto.
The Other Path:
lnvi$ible Revolution in the Third World.
New York: Harper & Row, 1990.

The Other Path represents De Soto's
response to Shining Path, the radical left
movement that sprang up in Peru in the
1980s. Hence the reason for De Soto's
title. The book is the result of economic
research conducted by the Instituto Libertad y Democracia which revealed how undocumented economic activities have
emerged and operated while creating an
alternative order to that of the formal sector.
Based on empirical observation, The
Other Path focuses on the Peruvian informal economy. Generally speaking, the informal economy is defined as the people's
spontaneous and creative response to the
incapacity of the state to satisfy basic needs
- mainly housing, transportation, and work
- for a great majority of the population.
In a lively way, De Soto narrates what
has been presently occurring in many
countries throl}ghout Latin America. His
argument is that he is offering an alternative approach for the analysis of this sociopolitical, cultural, and economic phenomenon which goes beyond those provided by
Marxists and dependency theorists. His
actual analysis of the Peruvian situation is
also oriented toward recommending that
future policies should include the marginalized part of the population, while creating a modern democracy based on a market
economy.
In that sense, De Soto investigates the
causes of growth in the infonnal economy
by examining the sector in four areas:
trade, housing, transportation, and manufacturing. He considers infonnals to be migrants from rural areas and that rural migration, increasing urban population fivefold, has forced cities to reorganize. Education has significantly increased. Cultural
and religious beliefs have changed with the
innovation of telecommunications and the
introduction of new religious movements.
Grass-roots organizing allows develovment of many types of neighborhood associations. These have been the causes for
transfonning the traditional family into an
extended network of commercial or productive relations leading to the growth of
the infonnal economy.
On informal housing, De Soto sees a
process of development in reverse and explains why. First, the informals occupy the
land, usually state-owned, unoccupied
land, then they build on it. Next they install
an infrastructure. Last, they aquire ownership through an existing informal customary law borrowed from the official legal
system. Ip two ways property is acquired
informally: first through invasion; second
through illegal purchase of agricultural
land by- associations and cooperations.
People's associations become responsible
for aoministering justice, preserving law
and order, and eventually, for developing a
practical criteria for administering justice
in criminal matters, too.
With respect to informal lf?de, the author explains that it is essentially carried on
in the streets but also in markets built by
vendors whenever they can move off the
c;treets. Street-vending is done by people
,.,
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Can Capitalism Reclaim
' the Informal Economy?

countries of the South. Therefore international trade almost always favors Northern
countries. Dependency theorists maintain
that deteriorating terms of trade between
developed and developing countries,
transnationalization of capital and mo..:
who invade the public streets, have no per- tries rests in the deficient legal institutions nopolization of technology by transnamits, give no receipts, and pay no taxes. used to govern, and regulate economic ac- tional corporations are manifestations of
Informal markets are built in informal set- tivities. He strongly believes that there is a this inequality, and that the participation by
tlements and are more numerous than in waste of many economic opportunities, underdeveloped countries in the world
'residential areas. The study also reveals an both of those that could be exploited with economy produces only inadequate and
existing extralegal system responsible for purely internal resources, and of those that distorted development reflecting strong
ordering and regulating the informal activi- require the addition of foreign resources social inequalities within their social structies. For instance, there is a special rela- for their effective realization. De Soto tures.
tionship between the vendor and the loca- maintains that dependency theorists have
In international terms, developed
lion the vendor occupies. The location re- emphasized the external causes of underde- countries view the growth of the informal
mains the same so the vendor may exercise Jelopment and distracted attention :from economy as a favorable condition for decertain rights over it, be eiaj,!yjdentifieaof what is the fundamental problem: mercan- v.eloping countries to overcome the social
s~ll~rs and ~uyers and _es~blish a commer- tilism, and the corresponding inadequacy problems they face. Nevertheless, it might
cial reputation. The existing extralegal sys- oflegal institutions to cope with both inter- be considered as a favorable condition for
tern includes self-defense organizations, nal and external challenges. Therefore Northern countries alone if one considers
block or neighborhood organizations many of the symptor/ls of dependency c~ the fact that transfers of capital from
whose IJlain purpose is to protect their be attributed to the frail legal institutions of abroad, mainly as foreign aid, tend to dimembers and negotiate with the state, as developingcountriet
rriinish.Furthermore, theIMF'sadjustment
authorities periodically assume contradicIn that way, the Other Path intends to plans tend to decrease any potential power
tory attitudes that fluctuate between perse- remove distinctions between traditional that newly industrialized countries might
cution or cooperation toward the informals. conceptions of left and right which De Soto come_ to have, and thus, be a way to curb
Informal transportation is done in defi-. considers irrelevant to the institutional cri- the potency of developing countries. Howance to the established law, that is, in defi- sis that threatens developing countries, and ever, there are two sides to the same probanceofthe_stateas the sole organizer of the firmly suggests that, what is urgently lem. If on one hand the state might be contransportation system. Informals meet the needed is an institutional framework to strained by IMF adjustment policies, on
transport needs of dwellers in new settle- ensure policies directed to the creation of the other hand, the state may look for effiments by providing transport services also wealth. Thus, the book is a quest for an- cient means to extract circulating money
through a complex system of economic and other analytical approach toward Latin from the informal sector. It is believed that
legal relations: at the same time that they America's sociopolitical and economic 30% of the gross national product is in the
invade a new route, they apply to the Min- problems; it attempts to alter the terms of hands of informals. The problem now proistry of Transportation for recognition' of debate concerning the prerequisites for vides a new challenge for the state: how to
their services with the purpose of obtaining economic development by relying on the channel this capital for the state's benefit.
a document which they can show if neces- creation of effective oe~rau~' rnstifo7 -Se'cdiia1.y, while discussing the causes
sary. Thus, the informals maintain a regu- tions.
of the informal economy, De Soto does not
lar service to prove they are needed while
De Soto concludes that "informality" question why rural migration is a main f~cwaiting for the official concession. They is a symptom of the institutional crisis that tor in overpopulating cities. In fact, it is
also tend to join forces and fonn associa- confront developing countries and that the also a worldwide phenomenon especially
lions in an attempt to negotiate with the rule-making of informal organizations is in developing countries, and all over Latin
authorities and obtain protection for their potentially the source of many of the solo- America. The penetration of capitalism in
activities.
lions to the actual crisis, because the main the agricultural sector of the economy,
For De Soto, the informals have clear obstacle to the development of developing known as the Green Revolution, with its
and specific interests, and an impressive countries are its existing legal institutions. package of hybrid seeds, mechanical cultilevel of organization governed by rules
In conclusion, De Soto's analysis vation, pesticides, and chemical fertilizers,
they have spontaneously developed to re- transfers optimism whenever he refers to has displaced small producers mainly
place the legal one. He views the informal the possibilities for alternative develop- through two mechanisms: by not having
sector as a social class, and informality, as ment policies in Latin America. Yet, some their working ~on tracts renewed with the
the alternative way for individuals who final remarks are needed in order to exam- - landholder, and/ or by losing their plots of
find that the costs to pursue legitimate eco- ine the issue a little bit further.
land due to financial difficulties. Consenomic objectives exceed by f~ its benefits,
One may ask if it is possible to analyze quently, they are drawn to cities where they
whenever pursued in accordance with ex- this phenomenon - the growth of the infor- have relatives, and engage in whatever
isling laws. Therefore, he considers that mal economy - outside the ideological work they find. These informals must be
actual Peruvian legal institutions are the realm. De Soto claims that he goes beyond viewed as marginalized, because they have
main obstacle to the country's economic confrontations between left and right ide- no access to credit or to welfare, and their
development.
ologies but, in fact, he assumes a neoliberal activites have no legitimacy. In that way,
Within this point of view, the book stance by defending a self-regulated mar- they find themselves in a very unstable
challenges two political tht:ories - Marxism ket economy with the least intezyention by social condition.
and dependency - that have been employed the state. Neoliberals, for instance, believe
Not only rural migrants become inforto explain, and resolve, the causes of ufi- that the economy, consists of independ- mals: the petty bourgeoisie, bureaucrats,
derdevelopment in Latin America. It re- ently-minded individuals making decisions and others of the middle sectors also enter
places the Marxist notion of class, which is which can be comple~ly rationalized in informal economic activities as a way of
viewed as a horizontal barrier dividing the terms of aims and means, interacting with supplementing their income. In this sense,
bourgeoisie above from the proletariat be- one another only by means of market com- among the informals themselves there is a
low, with a vertical barrier represented by petition. Therefore, neoliberals see no nee- categorization of classes which deserves
an institutional conception dividing those essary rolei{or social institutions such as further attention, and as such, informals
who obtain advantages anp privileges from the government, no role for authorities: the- should not be assumed to be the compact
the state from those who are the competi~ decision-making unit, whether the individ- class that De Soto suggests.
tive majority but against whom an .made- ual or the...enterprise, always knows what is
In sum, the informal economy is a
quate legal system discriminates. The au- best for business. If that is the case, one sociopolitical, economic, and cultural phethor believes that the informal sector exam- may extrapolate tl,iis individual neoliberal nomenon that is .growing fast in Latin
ined through class analysis perspective al- approach into the international system and America and carries quite strong implicalows it to be recognized as a force capable view Peru, a developing country, as it re- lions for both domestic and foreign poliof moving society toward the creatiQn of lates to other states in the international sys- cies. ~
institutions that make up a mod~rn market tern.
democracy.
According to dependency theorists, Sofia Friedman is a student in the PhD.
Consequently, for De Soto, the cause developed countries of the North .profit Program in Political Science.
of underdevelopment in developing coun- from unequal exchange with developing
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Graduate Center professors?
Student: Yes, that's right.
Reynolds: Rather than at the
senior colleges?
Student: That's right. An examf>le would be Political Science
which has 202 students and eight
central appointments while the
Art History program has 203 stuqents and only three central appointments, of which one is
empty and cannot be filled because
of the hiring freeze, as we are told.
Reynolds: I thought you said
that there we too many central
ones.
Student: There are not enough.
Reynolds: I'm sorry.
Student: The student body has
asked us to come here and raise the
issue of parity, in terms of central
appointments here at the Graduate
Center and especially for the Art
·History Program. We've also
been asked to raise the issue of
whether or not there is another
issue-that of institutionalised,
discrimination. The Art History
Program is predominantly female.
Our program specializes in the
area of American art. This field
has not been in existance for long,
so there are very few scholars in
the field. Thus there are a tremendous number of jobs to be filled.
The demand is tremendous-we
can train people for these positions. But there is a tremendous
resource problem. Very few
people exist to train them.
Reynolds: You have written
about all this to Dr_ Carolyn Reid
Wallace,no?
Student: And to Dr,. Weiner.,
Reynolds: To Dr. Weiner too,
OK. You haven't received any
response?
Student: They suggested that
we should start a dialogue with all
parties concerned.
Reynolds: Have you gone to Dr
Cahn with all of this?
Student: Yes we have. We'd
like to see this discussion go beyond his office.
Reynolds: I promise you that
I'll make sure that you have some
kind of a response.

Other Questions
Student:

Dr. Reynolds, when
you said that this is a good time
for people to be graduating from
CUNY, are you suggesting that
CUNY graduates could be hired to
replace those that have retired at
CUNY, or are you suggesting that
across the country there might be
the same kind of climate.
Reynolds: I think it will be
primarily across the country. I
would not pretend that there is not
generally a tendency of institutions that produce stud,ents not to
hire them. I mean that really exists. My own program that produced me in Iowa never hired any
of the people it produced, It really
had a policy of doing that. And we
understood that.
Student: CUNY is somewhat
different in structure, in that there
are separate senior colleges-for
instance in my case, those in the

...

philosophy program may not have
studied with people at other campuses. For your information,
there is not affirmative action
toward considering CUNY graduates who also teach as adjunts in
the departments to fill vacancies.
In fact, there tends to be a discrimination against hiring CUNY
graduates.
Reynolds: I'm aware of that
problem as well and I've asked Dr.
Blum, who is my vice chancellor
for faculty and staff affairs, to
make sure that long term adjuncts
who are fully qualified do get consideration in the hiring process.
We moved a little earlier into all
of this in California while I was
there with tremendous growth jn
the CSU and l.ots of hinng opporutnities coming up. And ln
point of fact we were filling an
awful-lot of our tenure-track position with people who had been in
temporary positions. We were
doing quite well with it and the
data were not at all consonant with
the perception that we were not
hiring. In California adjuncts are
called freeway flyers becau~e
somebody will finish a Ph.D in
UCLA and they will teach a
course at Northridge, teach a
course at Cal-State, LA and teach
a -course at in Domingus Hills,
which is kind of a terrible way to
be doing things. And so I was
pushing Presidents and academic
affairs to be collapsing more of
these temporary positions into
fulltime tenure track positions.
They had been nervous about it
there because of the enrollment
problems in the late seventies. As
it turned out, the campuses were
doing very, very well on hiring
temporary people into adjunct positions, I mean tenure-track positions. I have asked Dr. Blum to
start monitoring as we start this
take-off period, to ipake sure that
we are mindful of fully qualified
people that are teaching part~time
for us. We want to make sure that
they are indeed covered, that they
are indeed have an opportupity to
be CJlndidates in searches.
Student: If I could make just
one other suggestion. Personally
I have taught in many of the campuses as an adjunct and as a grad
assistant But I'd like to see adjunct positions done away with
and half positions and full positions set up in their pla~e. Half
positions meaning teaching positions that are pro-rated in terms of
teaching .responsibilites, so that
people could earn a liveable wage
and continue in those positions.
The half and full positions should
,be open for tenure and then instead
of supporting graduate students
with adjunct teaching, the· real
need for financial aid w~ich exists
at this graduate school could be
addressed. It is really next to
impossible to write a dissertation
and to be teaching nine hours of
classwork at two different campuses.
Reynolds: I sympathize with
that and I can see your perspective
on it. One issue we have is that

Chancellor Reynolds Meets with Students
continued from p. 2
an awful lot of our adjuncts are questions here. How many of you
people who don't want and have ·have graduate fellowships or stino interest in tenure. The person pends that support you that do not
who is a flutist with the Philhar- involve teaching duties? Some
monic and comes over to teach a money. What would the average
flute class ....
amount of support be? $5,000,
$6,000?
Student: What is it, they have
no interest in tenure or that they Student: Except in the Art Hishave no interest in a full-time tory department.
Reynolds; Do any of you get as
line?
Reynolds: Neither. Neither and much as $10,000 a year?
I don't want...I'm sorry it really is Students: No!
true. The computer person at a Reynolds: OK.
bank who comes over and teaches Students: Some talk about sua single computer course for us at per fellowships-given to enterNew York City Technical Col- ing students University fellow•
lege, we don't want to tenure ships etc. These are Magnet felthose people either.
Jowships, not open to students
Student: But
be curious as to already part of the program: they
what percentage that actually is?
are only awarded to entering stuReynolds: It's a large chunk of dents.
our adjunct line almost half.
Student: More talk about felStudent: I don't think that holds lowships and housing-we pay
still:
about $6,000 as rent per year
Reynolds: Do you want data or Reynolds: Are you at at the
not? Half of our adjuncts lines are dorm over at the medical?
thosekindsofindividuals.·
Student: No 120 West 44th St.
Student: I'd like to see data, I That's another problem. Housing
don't believe it.
has been completely ignored by
Student: It's a nation-wide the Chancellor's office and the
problem. The profession sets up a administration. We are somewhat
class system in the University.
self-supportive at the dorm.
Reynolds: I don't agree with Reynolds: the dorm rate is $500
that. The people that we get that a month?
come over and teach a single Student: Almost.
course out of business or out of a Reynolds: For a one bedroom.
orchestra or out of some part of Genral laughter.
professional life should not· be ,Student: For a single room with
tenured in the University. That's a bathroom and a kitchen on each
what you're fussing about.
floor ...
R: That's not.. I just want to be Reynolds: One of the things
pristine about wltat we are talking that Mr. Farley, the Vice- Chanabout. I do not want.to get rid of cellor for facilities and I are startthe adjunct lines because we need ing to work on, the one good
them for those kinds of people.
thing that we think we may be
Student: 50% of the faculty are able to pull out of this recession,
adjuncts.
is more housing. At the top of
Reynolds: No, no, no. Less our priorities is graduate student
than third.
housing. We've been following
Student: We teach many of the some leads-he is on the trail of
advanced level courses, many of some buildings that have gone
the required level courses. !teach into receivership. We could take
at a CUNY campus and if take one over if you wijl, work with a
lnJO account the pay that we get bank to create a bond issued to buy
it's hardly .. its impossible to the building. So we're getting
work on your dissertation when started .on that one and I think we
you teach.
are going to be able to do someReynolds: Let's separate the thing there. It probably ·won't
problem into two or three things. help any of you but it will probaHe was asking that we get rid of bly help those who come after
the adjunct lines and I was saying you. The problem they've had
that I don't think that we can do• before was that they could not
that for the reason I just gave you. make the dollars and cents work.
You have a separate issue about Even if they could do it, the rental
adjuncts with which I agree and costs would have been so terrible
can sympathise. If you are teach- that it wouldn't have helped you.,
ing ,nine hours as an adjunct and 1,'hat is why I was interested in in
trying to write a dissertation, it's the exact amount that you are
awfqily hard work. I think that paying. But I'm more interested
the ss>Jution is not to get rid of the in this stipen~ level. If fellowadjunct lines, but to figure out • ships were available to needy
some way in the years ahead to try graduate students, which most of
to pro'1ide more support for gradu- you are, would $10,000 a year be
ate students. And I'm interested in the amount that would be useful?
that problem and interested in Student: It would be a signifihelping on it I do not want to get cant over what is av~able.
rid of the adjunct lines that we Reynolds: What is the minihave to use to use· computer mum?
people and others to tea~h those Student: When Bob Gilleece
courses for us. So you have to was alive, he did some kind of
separate the two.
survey and he came up with a figNow, -let me ask you some ure: $15,000 would be adequate.

I'a

Thus in his proposal for the
MAGNET Fellowship was
$15,000. He said that that was the
figure that he thought that students could survive on.
Reynolds: We had instituted in
California using lottery income a
series of Graduate forgiveable
loans for the California State University, which were $10,000 for
women and minorities going
ahead non-traditional fields. The
nice thing about that program was
that you got $10,000 each year for
up to five years. And then for each
year that you came back and
taught at the CSU campus you
were forgiven. So that you could
get forgiven all five years if you
went back. But I stress, they were
for women and minorities in nontraditional fields.
Student: That would be great
and something to think about 10
tenns of the adjunct situation for
at least one group or couple of
groups ~f students.
Reynolds: We were also told
that there wouldn't be takers, that
there were not enough blacks who
wanted to go ahead in Computer
Science, that there weren't enough
women who wanted who wnated
to go ahead in Economics and so
on and so forth. It wasn't true.
We had a good applicant pool, we
were able to fill all of the fellowships ve,y quickly and had.people

waiting to be considered. So,
you're right.
Student: Since a lot of us have
financial support from 6ur departments and most of do teach. Now
even that is somewhat in jeopardy
with the budgeJ: cuts. I also
wanted to let you know about the
Grad A situation. Grad A fellowship as opposed to a Grad B.
Some ~epartments have both.
The English department has it.
You get Grad A for three years and
you teach two courses per semester. You do get paid over the full
year as opposed to just like an adjunct, so you can make a little
more money. But this does not
count as service. Our three years
does not count as service. When
you finish those three years and
start adjuncting, you start at the
lowest adjunct salary and we get
no benefits. You teach for three
years and they do not count. No
health benefits.
Reynolds: How near are you to
finishing?
Student: I'm further than most
people. Most people do not get a
Grad A coming in because they
haven't had the experience. I had
had three years teaching experience
so I got it just as I came into the
program. I'm just finishing my
coursework this year so I have yet
another two years to go. I have
orals and dissertation. But I have
to teach three courses now to
make what I was,making earlier.
Reynolds: What will you make
teaching t1iree courses?
Student: Roughly $6,000 teachconcluded on p. 13 .
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commitment was tied more to potential economic and soin my lifetime. After all, the social structure that defined
ciai satisfactions than to intellectual ones. I found myself
the role and separation of the various behavioral and social
being excited and challenged far more by courses I was
sciences both within the university and without presented a
taking in history, art history, philosophy, and introductory
formidable obstacle to an interdisciplinary approach. 1be
psychology than by my biology and other physical science
thought also crossed my mind that I was being premature.
courses-understandably enough, given my cultural upAlthough the full understanding of human behavior might
bringing. By the end of my sophomore year I knew that
indeed require conceptual linkages among the various bemedicine was out, and I began to suspect that psychology
havioral and social sciences, such linkages might be imcontinued from p. 1
might be the major for me. With my strong science backpossible until theoretically fruitful concepts in these di~iground, I found the introductory psychology course and the atheoretical, as ·methodology became supreme. Second, plines were found.
methodological courses in statistics and experimental psy- when psychologists did invoke theory·in formulating probStill, back at Btooklyn in the fall of 1958, my doubts
chology quite absorbing in the laboratory as well as the lems, the level of abstraction was so far removed from the about the approach I had adopted as a social psychologist
lecture hall...
reality of the problem that the empirical research subse- began to seem less pressing, perhaps because of my decis
.•. As I moved from biology and the "hard sciences" to quently undertaken had little real consequence for the theory sion to take my first sabbatical leave the following year at
psychology, it was fascination with the nature of human itself. This was even true for the kind of dynamic social the Research Center for Group Dynamics and in the Deexperience and conduct that drove me, not dissatisfaction psychology with wl)ich I so strongly identified.
partment of Psychology at the University of Michigan ...
with what I was leaving behind. The sheer interest value
Perhaps this explains, why upon returning to civilian
I spent 2 rewarding years at Michigan, enjoying both
for me lay more in people and their manifest behavior than life in January 1946, I decided not to take up graduate train- the teaching I did and the research I was involved in with
in the physiological or even distinct psychological proc- ing toward a doctorate. I landed a job as a research associate other faculty. The trouble was that all my doubts concernesses underlying this behavior. Indeed, it was Gardner at Haskins Laboratories ... Within a year, however, I real- ing how social psychologists went about developing and
Murphy's almost legendary course in personality that ized that laboratory re~h: .. could never be of sufficient testing thei~ theoretical insights came surging back...
clinched my decision to change my major to psychology. interest orsati~n for me over any lengthy period of
What seemed clear to me during my stay at Michigan
My training with Murphy and the other faculty members time. I therefore applied and was accepted as a doctoral was that Lewin's belief in "action research" was honored
led me to view the person as a dynamic organism in which student in social psychology at New York Un(versity in more in the breach than in the observance. Undertaking the
the interaction of psychological processes-influenced by the fall of 1947.
·12r
kind of research on major social issues in the day-to-day
inner biological and enduring social factors on the one hand
The years I spent at NYU as a student, resefil-c'h assis- world that Lewin advocated is, of course, expensive and
and the situational context on the other- determined tant, and undergraduate instructor greatly· influ'8iiced my difficult Yet the real obstacle to action research was unhuman behavior and experience; the challenge was to professional development. My involvement in the Re- doubtedly a c9mmitment on the part of the psychologists
somehow put all those sources of influence toge\her. The search Center for Human Relations with Morton Deutsch, there to the experimental laboratory paradigm. It was more
impact of Gestalt theorists such as Kohler, Koffka, and Stuart Cook, Marie Jahoda, and others not only strength- than a decade later that Daniel Katz said what had to be said
Lewin was evident in Murphy's thinking and therefore in ened my field-theoretical orientation but also added to my about experimental laboratory studies in social psycholmine. Our approach moved away from stimulus-response methodological skills, particularly with respect to field ogy: "Of the thousands of experimental studies published
conceptions of how individuals felt, thought, learned, saw, research and opinion-attitude surveys. Deutsch, who was in social psychology in the past twenty years, the number
and comprehended. Not unlike the Freudian paradigm, it my thesis advisor, is a brilliant theoretician and research that supplies new information to a cumulative body of
readily accepted biological as well as social input into practitioner; his integration of theory and method was the knowledge is surprisingly small. A great deal of the ex~ dynamics of human behavior. Moreover, contrary to tlie best I had encountered. By the time I finished my PhD any perimental effort has been without impact not because of
reductionistic model of complex human behavior, it hy- doubts I might have entertained about the dynamic or field- poor method because of the lack of ideas behind the work."
pothesized levels of organirntion of greater and greater theoretical approach to human problems had vanished.
.. .This lack of ideas "reflects the almost obsessive desire to
complexity as one moved up the phylogenetic scale, in For a year during my doctoral studies I worked full-time for achieve scientific respectability by the use of the experiwhich unique biological and psychological properties the Commission on Community Interrelations (CCI) of mental method in the narrowly defined context of the co\the American Jewish Congress. Our research was con- lege laboratory". In effect, method was defining the probemerged that could not be explained at simpler levels ...
.. .) repeived my BS in June of 1941. The inte11ectual ori- cemed with techniques of diagnosing, describing. .. and-.,..Jem.instead.of.-theotherway around.~The moral is not that
entation with which I left City College reflected the think- cM'hging negafive racihland ethnic attitudes-particularly the experimental paradigm in social psychology should be
ing of Murphy in many ways, especially in its eclecticism anti-Semitism-in given community settings. The over- discarded but rather that it ought not to be misused.
about psychological theory and methodology. I was at the arching view that guided us was Lewinian field theory.
time an ideologue only in my strong distaste for stimulus- This "action research" was the sort of real-life, problem- THE MAKING OF AN
response models of behavior and the use of animal research oriented inquiry that Lewin believed could be theoretically ENVIRONMENT AL PSYCHOLOGIST
as a basis for understanding human behavior. I was at- meaningful as well as socially useful.
In the summer of 1952, CCI was more or less phased
tracted to Lewinian field theory, yet I also say great promI returned to Brooklyn College in the fall of 1961 with
out
by
the American Jewish Congress because of a sharp no real plan about what I would do as a "dissident" social
ise in psychoanalytic theories, particularly of the social
kind and in the thinking of major sociologists and anthro- decline in financial support. I was fortunate enough to get psychologist... Serendipity came to my rescue... Bill Itpologists. I was truly an eclectic, and perhaps this was an interim appointment in the Brooklyn College psychol- telson, a colleague of mine in the Brooklyn psychology dewhy I wasn't sure in June of 1941 whether I would become ogy department, where I taught mainly advanced social partment... had been funded by NIMH (the National Instia clinical psychologists, a social psychologist, or an ex- psychology and personality courses while carrying out my tute of Mental Health) to study the relationships between
perimental cognitive psychologist. With service in World own research and writing projects.
patient and staff behavior and-the design features of psychiMy first 6 years at Brooklyn College (1952-1958) atric environments ... We were working in a real-world
War II imminent, I decided to take a master's in social
psychology at Columbia University with Otto Klin- marked the beginning ofiny disenchantment with the field milieu where the well being of patients and those responof social psychology ... While my doubts about contrived sible for them took precedence over any and all research
eberg...
... Klineberg focused on culture, society and broad social experimental research continued to mou1,1t, another very considerations. Ethical concerns must, we felt, dictate our
grouping as well as on the individual. He was problem different concern emerged as a result of quite accidental cir- methodological thrust... My colleagues and I could no
oriented... At Columbia my own thinking became directed cumstances. First, I was asked to teach a 1-year interdisci- longer simply proclaim the importance of an interdisciplito some small degree on problems in the real world and not plinary social science course to freshmen, the purpose of nary, multilevel approach; we now had to practice and
which was to present and analyze major human problems implement it. .. We realized that it is not only the physical
simply on psychological processes...
.,.By the time I left Columbia in June 1942 with my MA and issues in terms of concepts taken from psychology, properties of the setting that determine why and how space
in hand, my doubts about what kind of psychology I sociology, anthropology, economics, and political sci- is used; the fact that there is an administrative social strucwished to pursue had disappeared. I saw myself as a social ence. A while later, I team-taught a yearlong seminar for 3 ture, with certain individuals in authority, is also critical:
psychologist interested in establishing concepts and prin- consecutive years with an anthropologisr and a political Various events during the 1960s, when the environmental
ciples of social behavior and experience, especially as they scientist. .. From teaching these courses it became appar- psychology approach began to take shape, both reinfor~ed
related to the issues of racial and ethnic prejudice, poverty, ent that my training in undergraduate and graduate depart- and directed our thinking .... The hue and cry from many
ments of psychology had been quite isolated from related students and some faculty was for relevance... The essence
and social class conflict. '
Four months later I was married to Etta Weissman, behavioral science disciplines-even though I had come of the criticism was that academic psychology was redrafted into the armed services and assigned to Psychologi- out of the dynamic, field-theoretical camp. Talk about the moved from the real-world problems of poveny, ethnic
cal Research Unit #1, in what was then known as the social context of behavior and the need (otihn interdiscipli- prejudice, intergroup conflict, crime, and the like. ''J'hu1;
United States Army Air Corps... The mission of the Psy- nary approach had been mostly lip scrv~ It was as if the the ttue issue was not relevance but reality.
Near the end of the 1960s, QO doubt in response to
chological Research Unit was to predjct aircrew success for individual level of analysis were the ~only one that mat"setbacks" experienced by social psychology during these
AirCorps cadets who wanted to serve as either pilots, navi- ~red...
...Traditional social psychology, inclutling my own brand, years, a "malaise" developed among a,goodly number of its
gators, or bombardiers ...
...By the time I was discharged from service I had begun to was due for an overhaul. Its concepts, its definitions of practitioners. This was true on my own campus--which
have some doubts about the field-of social psychology, social problems, its methodology and certainly its self- was now CUNY's Graduate Center-as well as in most
,even in regard to the work of researchers whose approach image as a science that seeks to establish a verifiable body other major doctoral training programs in the country. In
of knowledge all needed revision.
our PhD specialization in environmental psychology,
was very close to my own ...
Taking this view, of course, put me in limbo at which was established early on-in 1967-1968-the patThere was the apparent and incontrovertible fact that
much of the field of psychology was far more empirical Brooklyn'College, where I was the exception rather than tern of training departed quite radically from what was tradithan theoretical. In fact, the emphasis given to the "hard the rule in a traditional department of psychology... I felt tional for PhD programs in social psychology.
science"·model of research made the field seem almost that a change in the field of psychology ... was not possible
Continued on p. 14.

The Pursuit of
Understanding
An Intellectual History
By Harold M. Proshansky
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The Pursuit of Understanding
concluded from p. 11
When I and my colleagues (William Ittelson, Daniel Rosenblatt, Leanne Rivlin,
and Gary Winkel) moved to the Graduate
Center in the mid-1960s it was not for the
purpose of setting up the PhD specialization in environmental psychology. What
brought us to the Graduate Center was our
need for space and the desire to involve
doctoral students in our research.
It soon became apparent that students
were drawn to doing our kind of environmental research, both from interest and
from the practical considerations of the
many research assistantships we had available (we were extremely well-funded at the
time). A specialization of environmental
psychology had to be developed if we were
to serve the interests of the doctoral students within the university and those outside the university ~ho heard about the
nature of our research.
Yet, for all our interest and desire to
develop the specialization in environmental
psychology, if it were not for the serendipitous factors that altered my own research
career I am not certain we would have succeeded. For one thing, I had never held a
significant administrative position of any
kind in my academic career. In 1966 as a
temporary measure I agreed to become the
executive officer of the PhD program in
psychology (which at that time had some
nine fields of specialization). Before I fin-

.ished that term, I was asked to serve as dean
of the Graduate School. There can be little
question that my role as an administrator
was important in getting final approval for
the specialization in environmental psychology. Over the next few years, except
for the time I spent on sabbatical at the
Bartlett School of Architecture in London, I
became provost and then President of the
Graduate School and Univer:;ity Center...
TODAYANDTOMORROW
I should confess to the reader that during the last 15 years my involvement in
research and teaching as an environmental
psychologist has been.Jllinimal compared
to my colleagues. Holding a primary administrative position in CUNY's Graduate
School and University....Center during this
period has made it next to impossible for
me to plan an active role in the field without compromising the;.quality of my efforts., However, with the aid of advanced
graduate students who have served in successive periods as my research assistants
and collaborators, I have been able to keep
up with the relevant literature, develop
theoretical conceptions, participate in some
national conferences, and, on a biweekly
basis, talk about research if not do it
Currently my special interest is the
urban metropolis, and New York City in

particular. At the core of this interest is my
concern with the environmental
psychologist's conception of place identity... My contention is that· if it is the
social contexts and the people in them who
minister to our needs that determi'ne our
social identity, then the same must be true
of the significant places and spaces as the
basis of a corresponding place identity.
Together, social identity and place identjty
are the foundation of a person's self-iden-·
tity.
Place identity can be seen as a substructure of self-identity that defines an
individual's personal identity in relation to
the physical world through memories,
ideas, feelings, attitudes, values, preferences, meanings, and conceptions about
behavior relevant to the physical settings in
his.,or her daily life. These attitudes, beliefs, and other_.cognitions emerge from the
individual's personal experiences, good and
bad, in relation to the physical world.
However, because any physical setting is
also clearly a social one, other people and
their attitudes about the physical world, as
well as the social meaning associated with
particular places, influence an individual's
place identity.
It is my intention over the next few
years to try to make sense of what is going
on in urban settings by making use of such
concepts as personal space, privacy, environmental control, crowding, place belongingness, territoriality, environmental security, and place personalization. Fleshing

out the notion of pmce identity... is my
main aim. As a participant in ongoin,g reallife events, I have already collected abundance of anecdotal and observational data in
ways that minimized my role as a researcher. I mean to continue my research
using just this kind of methodological approach, ex{>loring almost a random a variety of urban environments. The next step
will be to take a detailed look at a smaller
number of these with the aid of graduate
students ...
...As I look at the field of environmental
psychology today, I am concerned about its
future... Over time my stringent view that
environmental psychologists should turn
away from existing conceptions of social
psychology has softened considerably. In
the matter of methodology, however, my
attitude has not changed. The traditional
methodology of social psychology created
its own world of phenomena, one having
little if any bearing on the real-world behaviors and experiences that were presumably
being studied. That is why so much of the
data and research accumulated by social
psychologists have been "packed away" and
forgotten. If environmental psychologists
succumb to the aura of the "respectable science" methodology that has borrowed so
heavily and indiscriminately from the
physical and natural sciences, their efforts
will bear little fruit in understanding how
humans interact with their environment. I
hope they can resist the temptation. §
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Welcome to the Occupation
from page 1
respond now to a proposed $500 tuition
increase in addition" to the previously approved hike. As the cost of a CUNY education rises, due to the budget cuts, the
quality of our education declines. And, as
the number of students in our classes continues to balloon, our a~cess to the faculty
is limited due to the constraints of time.
And, even as the graduate student adjuncts
strive for a living wage and healthcare,
their struggle is undercut by the threat of
layoffs and the mystified rhetoric of budget
cuts. We therefore urge our fellow students to oppose this war as students. The
on-going massive destruction of human
lives and material resources in the Persian
Gulf demonstrates that our current economic plight might be eased by a shift in
policy away from the military economy
which has been grossly exaggerated since
the election of the Reagan-Bush presidencies, to one which values social achievements: housing, healthcare, and education
for all Americans.
Furthermore, we must heed Orwell's

warning and, in the current military economy of deprivation, be on our guard
against all calls for change in education
which are couched in the language of military and economic "necessity". We should
not have to debate the "social utility" of the
humanities, or scientific inquiry, such as
AIDS research, which does not benefit the
Department of Defense or profit-making
concerns. Our university must be the site
of intellectual activity which benefits, in
the true sense of this word, "something
which promotes well-being", our community directly and indirectly.
Education is the singlemost decisive
criteria by which we are judged on the job
market and by which our salaries, indeed,
our lives will be determined. Education,
consequently, must be available to everyone. This is not only a democratic principle but is also in the spirit of laissez-faire
capitalism. Education, and particularly
CUNY, must not be subjected to budget
cuts. Money for books, not for bombs! •

Writing Workshop
A writing wor-kshop with drop-in and by-appointmen(~fiours
again will be offered at the Graduate Center for those gra&uate
students who would like to work on their writing skills. The Workshop will be conducted by Mr. Henry McDonald, a professional
writer who is a doctoral student' in the Ph.D program in English.
Students may review with Mr. McDonald .course papers that
have been graded and returned.
Mr. McDonald will be available to meet with students on Fridays,
from 12 to 8 p.m., i') Room 1713 and can be reached at (718)
330-0265. For further information, call the Dean's office: 642-
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Empire Blue Cross and Blue Shield annual increases
have been announced and for the new family plan the
costs are an increase of 63% (or $64.64 per quarter).
This is a whopping increase and we are veiy disappointed about it and hQpe that it will not be approved
by the State Insurance Department.
For students who have chosen the individual Blue
Cross and Blue Shield plan the ra~es ·are. going up 6%
(or $32.70) for the year. This will increase the annual
rate from $545 to $577.70. Students covered by the
HIP option (administered by Empire Blue Cross and
Blue Shield) are facing an increase of 8% (or $40.00).
This will increase from $493.44 to $533.44.
As of February 4, 1991, these increases have not been

approved by the New York State Insurance Depart-'
ment in Albany. Those of you using the family plan
might want to contact the Insurance Department with
your reaction to this possibility.
As well, the phone number for the Empire Blue Cross

and Blue Shield Offices has ·been changed to .(212)
476-2902. The representative for these plans is Mrs.
Ellen Mondola.
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Chancellor Reynolds Meets with Students
concluded from p. JO
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ing three 3 hour courses.
,
Student: Are you aware, Chancellor, that
we get paid for three hours teaching any
literature. course, but we get paid for an
extra hour teaching a composition course.
Manypeoplepreferteachingacomposition
course as opposed to teaching literature
which they really want to teach because
they get paid for an extra hour. Everyone
puts in office hours no matter what they
teach so it is interesting that they pay you
for an extra ·hour for composition.
Reynolds: You get $2,000 for a three
hour course or four hour course?
Student: It's $1,980.
Student: Have you any intention of
broadening the source of funding?
Reynolds: I talked about the State and the
City fiscal funding situation which is
bleak. You should know that I have to
defend the Graduate college almost constantly when people start talking about
budget cuts. There has already been one
Op-Ed piece in the New York Times which
was critical of the Graduate School, authored by a man who is a professor'at NYU
now It did not indicate that he was on the
faculty at NYU and there is a bit of market
competition. When the notion of cuts
come up people start pointing their fingers.
One I usually hear is why don't you cut out
the graduate college, cut out the medical
school and cut out the Law School? These
afe the ones that are the most commonly
mentioned in a single breath. I respond
very strongly that 1) we are experiencing retirements; 2) the Graduate College is as
represented here is a fine opportunity to

basic academic funds. Those are all practically·bonded out of a bond pool and paid
back by the State on a different income
string. Coming on line this winter is a very
fine facility for marine sciences at
Kingsborough. We are currently putting
together faculty at all our campuse_s that
have an interest in marine sciences, be they
physicists, geologists, biologists or what
have you. In my view CUNY hasn't done a
very good job of that. On the grants for the
Alliance for Progress, I learned last week,
even though we tried to keep it focussed,
another campus and other outiside campuses were also going into that competition. So we would have had CUNY
schools competing against CUNY schools.
That has happened a lot in the past, and
that's bad. That doesn:t-yieldfou "anything. It's easy for a review group to say
that since CUNY can't get their act together, why fund any one of them? So we
got it all focused onto one grant proposal.
We should have many more consortia! arrangements between campuses to go after
major outside dollars to support them.
We've already contacted the Office of
Naval Research which serenely smiles
through budget crises, wars through Saudi
Arabia and everything else. It is always
very well funded. If you ever go down
through the Deparment of Defense budget,
and lot at the Office of Naval Research,
they always have money, lots of it So
we're trying to develop an affliliation with
them and other sources to deal with that I
use that as a roundabout way to say that
having the Kingsborough facility sitting

proceed ahead and get Graduate degrees wJ.io out there in a beautiful place on that Bay is

otherwise would not be able to; and 3) we ,a wonderfulLstart for us. When I was in
have a very diverse student body at the California, we had a facility in Moss Land~ Graduate School. These students are needed ing, which was tragically ruined during that
for the future faculty of universities in this recent earthquake. But using that facility a
area, on the Eastern seaboard and across the consortia! arrangement, we were able to
nation.
compete for successfully and took a NSF
In California, we decided, looking at at ship away from the University of Florida.
variety of options, that the best thing to do And got the research vessel for California
was to get direct support' to Graduate stu- Florida was not happy about it but we had
dents. We decided what was fair and more more programs. We need to do the same
equitable and wou,Id be more productive kind of thing here by putting a lot of people
would tle to fund individuals and I think that together, a lot of focus, a lot of courses,
is probably true in this situation as well. graduate programs, we can compete very
And the issue, of course, is to find funding successfully for Federal resources. If the
sources for this effort One big effort, I question is are we going to go for things
don't think any of you are scientists are like that, the answer is yes.
you? One. We have put together and put a Student: I understand that the search is in
lot of system-wide work into it, a very progress to choose a President for the
major proposal going to the National Sci- Graduate School. And don't know whether
· ence Foundation in January to fund doctoral you are aware of the fact that Executive
study for graduate students moving ahead in Officers are Jlppointed by the President of
the sciences that are from non-traditional the Graduate School.
backgrounds-minorities and women. I Reynolds: Yes, I am ..
think that we stand a very good chance of of Student: As a member of the Philosophy
getting funding. We will continue to push Departmentin1982-83, wehadaratherunthis with various other agencies and like the pleasant internal revolt in which the faculty
Sloane fo~ndation and others. Do any of tried to reform the bylaws so .that the Exyou have any of the named fellowships? ecutive Officer would be elected by the deWe will continue to push,that and I think partment faculty and students. Have you
it's our best way forward.
given any consideration, given that there
Student: Will be you be concentrating on will be11 change in President here, whether
the ·CUNY infrastructure? I think your those bylaws might effectively be changed
predecessor spent a reported $50-100 mil- at th~ point to accomodate more of a demolion to repair and build a new building at cratic procedure.
John Jay college. That school that has an Reynolds: No I really haven't. Let me
old punch-card system of registration. Are ' just say that I am paying close attention to
you going to focus efforts on improvjng the search. The Search Committee is meetinfrastructural areas?
ing in the Chancellor's office today. In
Reynolds: You have to do everything at fact, I met with the Trustee president who is
once. There
very good opportunities for heading the search. The candidates are very
infrasJructure that grew out of the eighties. strong, excellent ones. I would differ on
You should know that the sources of build- any major changes on that until the new
ings come out of a different source than do President of the Graduate College is here to

are

...

allow him or her to get feet on the ground
and to access the situation and see what he
or she would want to do. And that person I
will spend time on. It would not be right to
sweep in here and make a lot of changes.
Student: Well it's just that in terms of
taking away power, it seems that generally
people would be reluctant to say, "sure I
don't want to have that power, you take it"
And it seems to me that the justification to
have the President appoint Executive Officers as well as to appoint faculty was when
the Graduate School was young and did not
have established faculties, that seemed to
be a wise judgement to make, but I think
that creates terrible problems within programs, with this top down kind of hierar·chy.
Reynolds: I hear you but I want to see
what the new person does. There is a lady
•at the back who hasn't- had a chance to
speak.
Student: I just wanted to bring up the
question of adjunc}S·again because I think
has the most impaC~on most of us. Things
have changed a lof• in the last few years.
Instructor and lecturer lines were no longer
given out. Those are the things left for adjuncts of scramble for. The pay is very bad.
Most important changes that can happen is
for those lines to be brought back. It would
mean better pay.
Reynolds: Is the title Graduate Teaching
Fellow used at all?
Student: No Grad A, which ts half of a
full-time lecturers line.
Reynolds: Why don't I take just about
two more questions and then I've got to go.
The lady with the red hair, I apologize for
not having any other way to define you, and
then this gentleman and then I've got to go.
Student: I want to bring somethi11g~else
to attention also, in regard to adjuncts. If I
teach at City College for six semesters,
which is what you need to go -to the next
level of pay, this work does not apply to
the level I go into at John Jay.
Reynolds: Only at the school where you
are, and the clock starts the minute you start
as an adjunct, I understand, I hear you. Ya
Thank you.
Student: My program does not have an
Grad A, no teaching assistants, no adjunct
jobs.
Reynolds: So the graduate assistants are
only in a few programs?
Students: Yes.
Student: In my program at least when we
are going out to try and find jobs, we have
our newly minted Ph.D's and no teaching
experience because there is nowhere to
teach.
Reynolds: Where are you working now?
Student: I work for tHe program as an as:

sociate editor of the journal.

Reynolds: But the theater majors have to
find .a variety of other work because they
cannot work as adjuncts.
Student: There are a few adjunct jobs.
Hunter splits one adjunct job, into three
parcels and spreads it out.
Reynolds: That is $600, is that right?
General laughter.
Student:-and we are also having problems with some of the faculty of senior.
colleges who would like teach here but
can't because qtey are busy teaching intro
courses that we are qualified to teach. So I
don't know what can be done?
Student:-That situation also exists in
the Art History department.
Reynolds: Can I take back with me that
the adjunct lines are most prevalent in the
areas of greatest student demand, like probably English, Psychology, Computers,
Math ... ?
Student: Some departments have decided
to get of their Grad A lines. Sociology
decided that $12,000 that they give for a ·
Grad A can be used for two Grad B •s, so
that's another problem.
Reynolds: I've learned a lot here. Thank
you. I do have a sensitivity to this. The
one thing that I think is very clear is ,that
we really need to look much harder for more
graduate student aid stipends. That was
very clear to me in California and we did it
It will take a while but I promise you I'll
work at it. The other thing that I think that
we can be successful at and probably mroe
immediately successful is on the Graduate
student Housing situation. I think we have
an opportunity in the next year and a half or
so to do something useful there we're already mindful of that and are trying to move
on. _ _ .,._
Student: There were lot of points raised
here about adjuncts. A lot of them are
points that I think graduate students would
like to discuss with you. I would like to
invite you to a Doctoral Students' Council
meeting over the next couple of months.
We have one a month to come and discuss
these problems. I think we offer a really
special viewpoint because we are the only
students that are on both sides of the power
relationship.
Reynolds: There are a lot of students here
that aren't represented, like science students, do they come?
Student: You know psychologists are
scientists of a sort. I don't know how you
draw the line.
Student: Do you think that you'd like to
come to a DSC meeting?
Reynolds: I would love to. It probably
won't be your very next one but I'd be glad
to.!
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Jason Jimerson
B.A. Sociology, Earlham College
M.A. Sociology, ·University of Virginia
Ph.D. Candidate, Sociology, University of Chicago

"I don't know how anybody gets through college
today without aMacintosh. Sometimes I have so many
assignments that I barely have time for sleep. Yet my

Macintosh allows me to get my work done on timewithout making sacrifices.
"Working on my dissertation and field studies
means collecting an incredible amountAof
information. So jumping from one program to
another with ease is imperative, as is quickly
making charts and graphs. By enabling me
to do these things, Macintosh probably
saves me an hour and a half each day.
''.Another really great thing about the
Macintosh is that it makes you feel

technically confident. Remember putting toys together
when you were a kid? "Who reads the directions?
Nobody. You look at the picture of the bike and you
know exactly what to do. The Macintosh operates the
same way. I actually taught a friend to use one in
two minutes.
"What would my life be like without a Macintosh?
Scary."

Why do people love Macintosh®?
A5kthem.
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I met President Proshansky
for the first time during the demonstration of Spring 1989, when
graduate students, like their undergraduate counterparts at the
CUNY colleges, chained the doors
of the Graduate School in protest
against the impending tuition
hikes eventually vetoed by Education Governor Cuomo. The
President was pacing back and
forth, disturbed that students had
embarrassed themselves and the
Graduate School by following the
example of the protesters at the
colleges. "What do you think of
the protest," I asked him. He
looked surprised. "What good
does it do to lock the school? Is
this how they will solve CUNY's
financial problems? This is an
exercise in futility," he said,
pointing to the students sitting in
front of the doors with their banners. "How do you like being
locked out of your classes?" he
asked me, his eyes ablaze.
I had just a~rived from
Hunter, where I taught an 8 A.M.
class, too early to be locked out.
The President listened intently as I
recounted how one of niy younger
students, a lieutenant protester,
had announced the demonstration
and expected me to excuse the
class in solidarity. A number of
my students, however, were adults
with families and full-time jobs,
who did not want to miss class.
Students desiring to demonstrate
were excused with a friendly reminder about the f"mal examination. The others were invited to
stay for the day's material. Most
, __studep~ chose to stay. The lieutenant protester looked perplexed.
"Carry on," I said, saluting the
student, thus concluding my tale
for President Proshansky.
"I'm glad you didn't stop the
class. What's the matter with
those students?" the President
asked, looking over his shoulder
at the protesters. "Most of them
are teachers too. Shouldn't they
be teaching somewhere?" I
couldn't answer his questions. By
. riow our conversation had carried
·us into the sunshine, where I
hoped to convince him that the
graduate student protesters, albeit
illogical in body, were sincere in
spirit ''The undergraduates ~e
protesting; their classrooms are

empty. What's one day more or
Jes~?" I asked. "Don't they have
classes to go to?"·he thundered in.
response. "What good does it do
to lock yourself out of the only
place where you m~hf be able to
find ways to solve these pr0b-

lems? This," he concluded, indicating the demonstrators, "is intimidation." The President saw
that I was struck by his stormy
tone and smiled a disarming
smile, as if inspired by the sunny

sky above us.
The sun would not shine
much longer on President Proshansky. Our paths crossed again

the following Fall, after the
President's last stand against those
Fabulous Murphy Boys, who
forced him to resign before he

could complete the work he had
planned for the Graduate School.
The President wanted to retire in
three years; the Byffis wanted him
out in two. It must have been one
hell of a fight. ~en I called the
chancellor's office for The Adv<>"'
cate, I was told that the chancellor
would only accept questions in
writing. Late one night as I was
preparing the editorial, I was
called by a CUNY professor and
warned not to take a stand on the
issue .. "If the student newspaper
supports the wrong party, ten
years from now, you'll be stabbed
in the back professionally and you
won't know what hit you or
how." The Advocate spoke out
against President Proshansky's
forced retirement.
Some weeks later, after the·
announcement of the President's
resignation, I interviewed him for
the newspaper. We had not spoken to one another since the
Spring demonstration. Although

somewhat wary of the press (who
isn't?), President Proshansky was
visibly touched that The Advocate
had supported him. "If I could do
it, you would be awarded your
Ph.D. today," he exclaimed after
questioning me off the record
about my academic progress. "It's
a great idea," I said, "but I don't
think my Executive Officer would
approve of your action." The
President chuckled and we spoke
about the political tensions affecting academic life in general and
CUNY in particular. When I told
him about the anonymous warning I had received before writing
my first editorial, he frowned and
said, "There is no place in any
university for that kind of intimidating behavior. It troubles me..
that a CUNY professor would
stoop so low, but it's a nationwide problem. I'm not sure anyone knows how to solve it, but it
has to be solved, and soon. Times
are bad enough for the universities
in this country. The academic
community cannot afford to sacrifice its credibility for any reason
whatsoever. No administrative
position is worth that. Certainly
not mine."
The Advocate ran the interview, as well as Thomas Smith's
commentary questioning the powers granted the Graduate School
President by the CUNY Board of
Trustees. At a later date, as I
waited to speak with President
Proshansky about the FMBs' inevitable ~vorce, I couldn't help
wondering how he might react to

"I hope that what I will leave
behind is an institution for graduate training that knows that age,
social and economic background,
previous experience and even
problems of resources can be transcended to produce the next generation of thinkers and scholars
and doers for the country. Because
what is of constant concern is the
quality of our students, the quality
of the effort we put forth for them,
and the quality of our concern for
what happens to them after they
leave here. That I think is a legacy
Topi' s commentary. When I That was the last time I saw him. for New York City and New York
brought it up, he became reflecPresident Proshansky be- State, because in a way, while the
tive, then said in earnest, "I was lieved in the power of the univer- Graduate School is unique, New
interested in what Smith had to sity to change the world. This York City and the State of New
say. Perhaps it is time to reevalu- belief he demonstrated to me York are themselves unique. As a
ate SOJ!!e.of..ourpolicies here at the whenever we met, off the record city and state we have always welGracTuate School. If we don't by his honest expressidn. of his corned diverse and unusual groups
question what we do, how will we feelings and his feisty sense of to live, learn, and prosper here. It
be able to meet the needs of our humor, on the record with com- is my belief that CUNY's Gra1
stude~ts? After all, isn't that why diitment and eloquence. Although duate School and University Cenwe're here?"
I quickly learned that to edit The ter will contribute to those very
Many months later, as Danny Advocate responsibly is to run the purpos~.
Choriki and I were standing in the risk of offending people in higher
"I came out of a family that
Dining Commons exchanging places who make phone calls in lived through most of the Great
pleasantries, President Proshan- the night, I always knew that Depression. We neverreally made
sky approached us. "Well if it PresidentProshansky, if perturbed it economically, although it was
isn't Mr. Choriki and Mr. by an article in the newspaper, the strength and value commitMcClintock," lie said with a grin, would express his discontent di- ments of my parents that kept us
"the power structure of the Grado- rectly, with no holds barred, in intact as a family. Were it not for
ate School." Thank God for the ordertorightwhatheperceivedas City College, my whole life
student press; I thought. "The a wr9ng, or for the pure pleasure might have been different. In my
alternative power structure," of polemical discussion. Even experiences---and I've taught at
Danny corrected him. "Yeah," I after experiencing the worst that many places--! have seen exsaid, "very alternative." We all the FMBs could inflict upon him, amples of thousands of people
laughed and he asked me _about President Proshansky was not who had nothing, and who came
Jarrod Hayes' article irreverently cynical about CUNY. He loved a either to one of the CUNY co\entitled, "Cruising at Confes- challenge ancl foughtJike hell,.fox;_leges orJo the_Graduate School, or
sion." Three individuals had - almost twenty years to encourage to both, and who suddenly became
called President Proshansky to and ultimately preserve the best part of the work force of people of
complainaboutJarrod's"blasphe- part the Graduate School: us, his commitmentandability. Without
moos" cruise. "Why don't they 'students. President Proshansky the City University, God knows
just write to The Advocate? never forgot that he was once one what would have happened." !
That's the honest thing 'to do. of us, as I learned when I asked
Why bother you with such com- him to define his legacy. Off the George McClintocklll, a student
plaints?" I groaned impatiently. record, he laughed at my question. of Frencli literature, is no longer
The President smiled mischie- On the record, he defined the rai- responsible for what appears in
vously. "Do you agree with what son d'etre of the Graduate School: The Advocate.
Hayes said in his article?" he
asked, putting me on the spot. "I
enjoyedJarrod'sarticle,although I
understand how some readers
might find it a bit controversial," I
hemmed and hawed, trying to be
diplomatic. "In any case, I don't
have to agree with every article
printed in the newspaper. The
editor's role is not to censor the.
contributors.... " The President
interrupted me. "What censorship? I'm not talking about censorship. I read Hayes' article. I
liked about two thirds of it ·The
part that people complained about
the most simply wasn't necessary
to his argument, in my opinion."
President Proshansky winked at
Danny. More mischief. "I just
want to know who's responsible
for what appears in thi stqdent
newspaper." I glanced a~ Danny.
He and the President were grinning while I squirmed. "I am responsible," I said finally. They
both started laughing. The President slapped me on the back and
said, "I'm just glad to know that
som_ebody is. Keep up the good
work." He reminded Danny about
a meeting they both had to attend,
said goodbye, and walked away.
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Announcements

THE ORGANIZATION
OF GAY,LESBIAN,
AND BISEXUAL
CONCERNS
OGLBC is currently developing a policy
statement about HIV/AIDS on campus. This
statement will address AIDS education,
discrimination against people with HIV,
on-campus services, etc.
If you would like to contribute ideas
and/ or comments, please submit them to:

i

Alfredo Gonzalez
c/ o Dept . of Anthropology
CUNY Graduate Center
33 W. 42nd St,
N. Y., N. Y. 10036
OGLBC will accept signed and
ano~l7DK?US submissions.

- ..,.._

The Dining Commons
New Discounted Student Meal Plan
can be purchased for the day, week or month.

Menu Additions
Hamburgers, Grilled Cheese, Club Sandwiches, etc.
Daily Breakfast & Dinner
All inclusive specials

At the Bar
An ever-changing 1/2 bottle wine list.

Watch for upcoming theme nights!
Raffles & Drawings & Much More!
Having a party? We have extended and revised our
banquet menus to include such items as 6 foot hero
sandwiches and Rack of Lamb.
For gatherings and social events.
Please remember to present you CUNY ID to the cashier
in order to receive your 10% discount.

Hours:
Dining Commons 8:00 A.M. to 8:00 P .M.
Bar 12:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.
For telephone inquiries, compliments, and suggestions
please call Peter Pergola or Awilda Alvarez at
642-2013.
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